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X-A V.I E R -UN IVE· RS I Ty' 
r_ruit;ion·up 3.8 percent 
·. Srt1,gllestincrease iliover 20 yedrs 
. ·.· ... ,'·-·•I' .:-1. . ·: . . .·. . , ... "':'·· 
••· · · >' ·. • · Iri Cincinnati, the Crosstown . ·· 
' .. · . · : Shootout is simply refemd to a.S "the 
. . : . · : game.'' Hi~ b}rfar th~ !J!ggest : ' 
. . . •• ; baskei:b:ill contest, .and arguably, the 
·XAVIER . biggest sporting event that takes 
> ..... ~ .• :····. c -· CINCINNATI · 
: place ih the city. each ye!J.r.: 
• . Up untll this'se~on, the Shoot~ut 
: : ~ad ,been Cincinnati's quietly kept · 
secret. This season, as the teams · 
·prepare to meet for· th~ 6!}th dme" 
. however, the entire nation will be 
:watchingon.ESPN.. . 
. : ; For complete coverage, ~ee pages 8-9 









sho_t against . 
the1_1 No. l 
Cincinnati. 
. BY.SARAH 'KELLEY . 
. · ;Campus NewsEditof 
Tuition will increase by 3.8 per~ · 
cent 11ext year, the smallest increase 
in over 20 years .. This equates to a 
·· . $550 increase, putting the tuition 
at $14,9~0 per :Yeitr. for full-time stu-
dents. 
fo a letter written to students and 
· ·parents sent out_ Monday, Xavier . 
_President Rev. James :EL Hoff, S.J., 
.·explained the reasons for the 
change and expressed the desire "to 
provide an academic environment 
in which you can receive the hlgh~ 
est quality Jesuit edi.H,:ation." 
Specifically,' Hoff stated that new 
. arid upgraded computer facilities, 
afollg with classrooms that will be' 
· equipped with interactive compllt-
illg capabilities, will be improve-
ments funded by the increase. : · 
In' addition ,to .these technologi-
cal ad~a~ces, the operating budget 
of th'e iibrary, which has increased 
more than 20- percent in the past 
five years,. will· receive ~dditioµal 
fondi:rig. · · ' 
"This tuition increase will en-
. able>U!i· to.fund projects _that Will. 
promote a· first class education/~ 
said. Vice President of Academic· 
: .· . ' . ' . ' ,. ' 
Affairs Or. James· Bundschuh. 
''.Maintaining buildings, imprqv-
illg classrooms, increasing student 
services and compensating faculty 
are all priorities." 
The priority .of enhancfog ser-
vkes to be.nefit students will be 
apparent in the. expansion .of the 
Office of Retention Services, which 
will increase· pre-professional ad-
vising services to aid in the plact'.-
merit of graduates in faw and medi-
cal schools: · 
Xavier will also continue renq-
vation and construction projects on 
campus"; which will. be partially 
funded by the increase. . 
"We are. 'very' concerned about 
.costs," Bundschuh said, "but we are . 
equally concerned with m~intain­
irig an'outstanding faculty and fa~ 
cilities.i' · 
El).ch year, a budget coJnmittee · · 
meets in. the' fall to discuss tuition 
for the followi~g school year_. This 
year, Hoff. gave a directive not to 
significantly in~rea.se tuition. 
"We made a conscientious and 
deHberate attempt not to raise tu-
ition higher than·absolutely neces-
. sary," 13undschuh said: . 
Ranked according to tuition, 
Xavier remains in the lower half of 
NEWSWIRE PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY Bill TERRY 
the 28 Jesuit universities in· the 
United States. -
Because Xavier is a private in-
stitution, it receives ri.o state fund-
ing. Therefore, it is necessary to 
raise tuition accorqing 'to the 
amount of money needed to coyer 
all cost& and improvements. 
Senior A~ron Duckworth feels 
that the increase is unnecessary, but 
he is not surprised considering lt · 
happens every year. . 
"I. don't feel that we need to pay 
any more ~han we already do, but I 
am glad that the increase is at least 
a small one this year," _Duckworth 
said. · · 
. Hoff's letter also reminded par-
ents the Office of Financial Aid ex-
ists · ~o help· students in· financing 
their Xavier education through 
grants, scholarships, loans and stu- · 
dent. employment. 
Increases have ayeraged 5.6 per-
. cent for the last five years. 
Females· cQnstitute solid majority on .campus 
BY KARA BENKEN · 
Ma_naging Editor. 
The female population at Xavier 
.has. steadily in~reased over recent 
years, mimicking national trends in 
higher education. 
fifty-six percent of undergradu-
ate students enrolled at Xavier for 
the-'98-'99 academi~ year are fe- · 
~ale. The last time males repre~ · 
sented 56 percent of the. under~ 
1$Jl 
. searching tor onuilibriu'm 
Percentage of female. undergraduates at Xavier 
Women also outnumber men in 
every category of higher education: 
public, private; religio~sly affili-
ated, four-year schools and two-
year schools. · '_ 
Xavier'-s. perc_entage of female 
undergraduates peaked last year at 
60 percent. :. . · 
Concerns regarding this trend 
· existon a nat_ional and local level. 
Some educators are interested in the 
idea that a libe~al art_s degree may · graduate population was inJ978, 
over 2o years ago .. ·:Xavier accepted 
its first women students in.1969~ · 
......................................................................... .-,..... .................................... ~ ..... ..._ .. seem more of a woman's ~amain, 
"It is true t_hat the number of fe-. · .. U.S~ Department of Education.sta- . cade ago, and· has since: risen 
male st:udents has ris~n consider-· -tistics, there: \\'ere 8.~ million steadily .. The nllmber of:rpen in· 
ably," said Dr. James Bundschuh, women arid 6;7 million men en- college had declined between 1991 
vicepresidentforacademicaffairs. rolled in college in i9Q6i.the la~t and 1995, _b~t.in '96rose again, 
"This is true of mosfJesuit univer- year for which statisti~s were avail- The Department of Education 
sities." able. - projects the gender gap will be 
. Although census-figures show . . Nationally, the nu~ber of larger•by the year 2007, with 9.2 
t~ere are slightly rriorecollege-age wome~ enrolled in 'higher ed.uca- million women 'and 6.9 million 
males. than females: according tff tio_n Began to ~ncrease over a de- men. 
©1999TheX~vierNewswire 
· · All rightS.re!;!er:ved 
RrWJbt~~ 
Advertising> : · ~·,cs13> 745-3s6:1 · 
--~]] 
, Editor~in-cllief (513) 745-3~0.1 •. 
N·EWS: 
Xdvier.wtrisfirst ar,td second 
.... ritCrosstown Shout-Out· · 
· :~AGE4 
O.·P:-·:Eb: 
' ' '· . 
-Xav(er is in cf.anger . 
of losing its identity. .·· 
.·.PAGE 6 
while others are concerned with the 
consequences of fewer men ·with 
advanced educations. . < . 
One possible explanation for 
men foregoing .college.is a.strong 
e_conomy, which yields to some 
men the' sense that they can sue-· 
ceed withou(a degree,.whether in 
computer work or·the military. 




. PAGE 11 
t~nce in· high school may contrib-
ute to the general greater. success 
of females in school. Also, more fe-
males iden~ify success in the "real 
world" with a higher education, and 
have more recently utilized the 
·ineans to· achieve that education. 
For most college admissions of-
ficials, the gender imbalance is not · 
a great concern. While people used 
to get w9rried at the 4S-55. split, 
now the consensus seems to .be be-
yorid the 40c60 ratio. 
. "We. wantto keep (he numbers 
- of male ind female stildents. close 
because it is a· to-educational in-
stitution; however, it does not seem 
.to ·be a big concern," .. said 
Bunds_chuh.: · · 
·"We· are .looking for diversity," 
. said Director of Admissions Dr. 
David Flaspohler. "Although there 
See Females, Page 3 
DIVERSIONS: 
·Henry Rollins' spoken-word 
perfonnance at Bogart's · 
. . " .'. 
PAGE13 
. . . '. ' ..... ,•A.' 1) M A J 0 'R' E '·K•'A f?\ E' ., '"Ii"·•,!. '""·'"HY·, .. ,.,,._ '·K''A' '',·· ·.'·' .' ,• ... ; ,, .... ' ... 
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· 2 week.ofJANUARY27, 1999. 
>Sarah Kelley/Editor· . · 
>News Room:'._745-3 i 22 
>NEWS@xavier.xu.edu 
..-.1 mtn 1 er 11· 
. · Senate· action-
Monday, Student S~nate ap-
pointed a new Board of Elec-
tions, chaired by senior Steve 
Noga, for the remainder of the . 
· year. Senate dismissed the origi-
mil. board .in October for mishan-
dling· the freshman Senate elec- · 
tions. 
The new board will condt.1.ct 
the· executive electfons in Feb-
ruary and the Sen.ate elections in · 
March~ .·. · · · 
. · .. In other action, freshman J.P. 
Englebrecht replaced senior Ja-
son Thomason, who resigned this 
semester to intern in Representa-
tive· R,ob Portnian 's offi~e in 
Washington, D.C. Junior Peet · 
·Zeller. will take over for 
· Thomason as chair 'of the Rela-
tions committee; 
· ~AACP·speaker 
Julian Bond, chairman of the 
National Association for the Ad- .. 
vancement. of. Colored People 
and: long time civil rights leader;, 
.will speak' at :x;avier on Sund.ay, 
Feb. 7 at 7 :30 p.m. in the Univer-
sity Center Theatre. · 
· .. Bond's appearance is part of.• 
the· Ethics/Religion and Society 
Lecture Series. His speech, 
"Civil Rights: Now and Then/' _ 
. will provide a retrospective look 
··at the ci vii rights movement from 
the 1960s forward. Bond will 
also discuss his vision for how to 
proinote greater racial justice i.n 
contemporary America. For more 
information, caII 745-3722. 
,, .· 
Yearbook info 
Pictures for the yearbook wili 
be taken on Feb. 18 a~d 19, from 
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. in the Cafe lqbby 
oftheUniversityGenter. Any-stu- · 
dent wh.o did not have his or her .. 
picture taken earlier. fo the year· 
: shoulq plan to stop by. All-Card 
photos will be used for students 
. who do not have. their pictun!S 
taken. 
Students are also reminded to 
· pick up 1998 yearbooks if they 
have not already done so. They 
can be picked up in Student Ser- · 
vices on the first floor of the Uni-
versity Cent~r. 
I 
Seryice lea .... ning 
In the Fall of 1999, Xavier. is 
offering a ,Service Learning Se-
. mestedn Nepal forthe first time. 
The Nicaragua and Urban Seme~­
ters will be offered again the fol~ 
lowing Spring'. The application 
d~adline f~r the Nepal Semester 
isFeb.15. 
·E-mail N~mei@xavier.xu.edu . 
or call Susan N amei at745~3042 
for information or app.licatioris. 
Xavier calendar 
Please submit .dates for. up~: 
coming events for this semester 
and next y~a~ to qe included in , 
the University roaster calendar .. 
a~d t~e Xavier. Days student 
planner. Submit dates yia e-mail. 
at events@xavier.xu.edu. Call 
. 745"3185 with .questions~ 
; . ~ . . . . ' 
JAMIE··CURRAN 
News.Writer. · .·· .. 
Students from XU and UC cast 
off their f~anf of public speaking· 
.. and participated in an event pro~ . 
moting. school .pride. along .. with:. 
: some:friendly rivalry. 
Students. from Xavier University 
and the University. of Cincinnati 
prepared and deliv:ered 8-10 minute 
·speeches for. Cincinnati's .. second 
annual Crosstown Shout-Out. 
This ye;i~·~ topic disp~ted 
whether a private or publicinstitu-· 
'. tion provides coll~ge students with . 
a better uridergn1duate education . 
· •:The evenfis a wonderful op-
portunity for students to erit~r.a for~ · 
. mal 'competitio·n/' said Mfriam 
Firich, chair of Xavier's Communi~ 
cation Arts department. "It gives 
them a public forum th«?Y normally · 
wouldri 't have:' · · 
' . 
. CAMPU·S NEWS· .. THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
· :' NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY 
In addition to the Shout-Out, Skyline <:hili spo~s~red a:Cro~~~c)\/Vn Parfy at its .Fourth Street store . 
oi:i Monday night, in anticipation of Thursdays game.· ·Above: 'rrierJ's basketball coach Skip Prosser 
answers questions from the crowd. . ' ·· . · - . · - · .. 
• ., ,J 
The contest. commenced. with a 
preliminary round.· .. held' at· each 
·school ori Jan .. 21. Three winners the quality of ariy educatio~ de- tanceofaffordabilit}:'.Youstill.have ~.who won.a sp~~kirig competitfon 
were chosen from each university's pends on_the student." access to.;the same:resotircesrat. a . asa.n undergrad. . . .· ··:· . . 
preliminary round.· to receive $2.00 On the other hand, UC . sop ho~ .· public: instit11ctlon for a lbw er cost," ~inacchlo .·convinced his ··firm, 
and compete· in the· final round on ' more Melanie Sandy said thata Sandy~aici:' . . . AG. Edwards & Son; Inc;; to finan- : 
Jan. 25. . . . . . . public i~stitutiori offers more' di- : ·~All six.~i:>eakers presented them" ... cially.~ptinso~ tlle sp~aking cc>fltest.. 
Xa'vfor students Marc vetsity "because .you come into selves sci professionally, rriaking - . . "[Ginacchio] ·wanted to give 
Scfi.ifalacqua and 'Brendon Cull · contact. with people of different the ·de.bate a great sutcess,'' said. college students i forum for their· 
·took first ($500) and s.econd. ($200) . · ages, rac:es, genders· and. eth!liC • University •of ¢ih~inriati adjunct· opinion~:': said fiflc:h~. "And he de- . 
places respec:tively. UC's Mefanie .· groups." . . .. assistant prc>fesso'r Kris ·Tabor, · cided to generate interest by show~ 
Sandy earned third ($100)_ · . The speakers ail argued foqhefr ' "We,'re happy. to have such a solid casing the event with the Cross- ~ 
· "I posecHhat a private univer~ · schools, giving a variety ofreasons · relatiqnship, witH¥ayier's co'!lrriu~ tOwn Shootout." . . . ;· ·· . · 
sity ha~ met my individual need of for why they thtmghfone:type .of nications:: department." ·_ Approximately 40 pe_ople at-
educatirig t~e whole person,'' said educatiOrial institution' is better The Crossfowri Shout-Out de~ . tended the. Crosstown· Shout~Out, 
BrendoilCull. ''However, the main . tha~·the other. . . . ~eloped ~as an idea from Lou includirig teporters fr.om Th~ Cin-
point that we all stressed was that ~ . "Lalso pointed out the i~por~ . · Ginacchio; a' 1970 ·xavier graduate cinnatfEnquirer. . ... · . 
' " , ·. '• , . • \ I • '. ' ' •',•'. ~.. • • , . , _" ·, .•· ' , : • , : ·; ,. . . . ' '· . . • 
· Studellt strivesfO proillotCp¢?¢e·aitd jllsti¢e 
SARAH KELLEY . : . • Williams first heard abci~tthe Acco~ding to Sheeha~; nbnvio~ at the conference. 
NewsEditor·_ conference·.while·partic.ipating.iri .lenc·e fs<a necessary and effeetive . ~'Whenever I am.involved in 
Xavier students have been in- the Schoofo(Arrlericas protest in means of change. . . something like this, l always ·leave 
valved in a variety of events this Washington, D:C., earlier this year. _ Nonviolence needs to be prac- feeling. positive arid eriergized to 
. year to promote peace and s~cial Some of the key aspd::ts of the. ticed beca.use of the ·negative im.:: <;lo something," Williams said. 
justice. Sophomore M~lissa Will- conference iriclud.e a preparation · ages society is constantly born- "Rather than being· discouraged· 
iams continued this fight by par- for civil disobedience through non- barded with. when I return, and doing nothing 
ticipating in the National Confer~ viotence training, as. well as infor- The guidelines which Sheehan · with all of the inform~tion I learned;· 
ence On Civil Disobedience i'n mative sess~ons dealing withhu- incorporated into this. nonviolence Ineedto-havethe courage to actti-. 
Washington, D.C., this past week- nian rights and animal rights. campaign :are an attitude for open" ally do. something." . 
· encf. The civil disobediencejraining . ness and respect, refrain froni physi- . . Williams is planning on orga-
This was the second annual con- was led by Joanne Sheehan, co- . cal and verbal violence and oppo- · -nizing· a grmip o(Xavier students · 
ference, which took place on Ja11. founder of the War· Resist~rs · .sition to damaging property. ' · to participate in the conference next 
23 and 24 at American University. League. Sheehan has iOrganized ''One of the rnosi profound parts year~ · .... · . . . . . . 
Civil disobedience is a tech- civil disobedience.actions and· cam~ of the day was watching videos and "I think it would be beneficial 
nique of resiStance. arid protest. paigns. . . . listening t() speaker~ about .the for Xavier to start~ prqgressi~e so-
Today, forms of civil disobedience . At the conferenc~. she led work- CiVil Rights movement," said Wil- cial justiee. movement that is not 
. are being used by. many different shops to train people in making a Iiams. . . . . .. · .. . .. , . compl~tdy ~nder the guise of Ca-
groups for a variety of liberation · differenc:~ through ri'onviolent Monumental figures in the fight tholicism," Williams said.,_ 
struggles around the ~orld. ·. . · means. ·· · . for jµ~tice and civil rights through-. Xavier. c1,1rr~ntly has several 
.The National. Corifer«:?nce on "This was one of.the m~st iriter- out history, such·as Martin Luth~r. groups, including Amnesty Inter-
Civil Disobedience is ari attempt. esting'parts of the:conference be- Kirig,Jr.,andGhandi,wereusedas . nation,al,thatdealwith sodaljus7 
. to co~rdinate a dialogue between cause it was so informative," said exainpiesofpeopl6'who haveiriade . tiee issues. 
many activisfgroups to share.what Williams. "I rie~er. realized how . a difference .through nonviolent For-. more information on the 
they hi,we learned through their . much of a difference: peopie could .meark 'fiieseteachings.were used. . conference andrelated information, 
works. make.'-' as al?asis forrl1any of the workshops send e_.~aiJ:to nisha@igc.org. · 
~.._°7' • ' • • .. ) .' .•. • .,'. . . • I . 
.. , .· Police N.otes 
:mmmm: 
.. Village reported he. ha·d Ie'ft ~is to several reports ofa loud.and dis" 
book bag in the Grill on Jand4. for orderly party at 922 Marion Ave. 
several minutes where it wa·s sto, - Cincinnati police also. received Po~i~t.t "~to 
Su~da·y, Jan~· 11, 1 :1.0 . len; Approxirl1ately $400worth of ·. complaintsandarriyed-atthesee~e. · ·we· e"k 
p.m;-., An RAin:Sfo.ckrnanre- books imd a calc.ulator were among Cincinnati police returned to the Of ~hf! . . .. . ·· 
porte4 a person had tampered the .contents. In.the bag. Asuspect. sc_erie ag' ain at 12:30 p~in~ to. bq::ak 1i · .... d .. · J .6 '··: . . . . . . ues ay,~ an. 2 ~ 4:20 
.·with one of the fire extinguish-· . hasy· et to be.identi.fie. d ..·'. .. . up· .th. e part. y ·after receivin. g· se\rera.1 · · · · · · . . . p.m.~ Xavier campus po" 
ers:;in the dorm.· The person more· complaints 'from rieighbors. . lice are investigating an . 
sprayed -· the extinguisher· -Se1turdaw · J,an. 23, ·t:t:.20 · · · . · · . · .· · · .· : apparerif~r~ak~in ·of-the_ . 
thrbughout the lo}?by; leaving a. · p;m.~ Carll pus. police received .. Friday, Jan .. 2~, :J:20 p.nt~~ men ~s 'basketball foam· 
.. r~sidue OTl. the'. floor '.and. fumi- ·.· several.· compfairits. abcm~. a loud .. Commuter Services reported that . Ioc:kerrooiri;. Belongings, .. 
ture: A.suspect has yerto oe iden" party at 991 Dana Ave.:: Cincinnati t~o. m~ps of the tlty o(Clncinnat! 'includif!g·w~Hets an,d,pag~ 
tified.' i. police aiso:resporidect'fo the calls.: . wer~ ~toleri from thebulletinboard ·. 'ers, wete rriissihg from pl~y-
. , . .· outsid.e:their'offt~e iri 'the Univer- ' e.rs' t~ckers. .. . -... ,,. . 
Wednesday, Jan. 20, 1 :43·· Saturday, Jan. 23, 11:20 , ·sitr Cyi~ter .. , · . · · . . . ''· 
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'M~re theme houses open 
. MICHELLE MANASSAH ..;..---------"-·-· - films, h~lding monthly dinners and 
. _ · News Writer ·· . . i,A-l'' ',.{: 1• • .·• celebrating dtffei:;ent holidays.'· 
·· Students . ~ith ·sitnffar interests n t · 01 ~ us::tt.VJrJ,g. z.n. · · .. The Contemporary Issues. house 
Wiffli~ve the ~pp~rt~nity neJit year the• house have _·. _ . plal}S to hold~iffereri;t:ciiscussions · 
t~·li~e"~nd6r'~neroofin eight on- ,. . '. . . . . '• in the house to.talk about various 
'carnp~s·i·Thefu~Hotises." .\ . • be~"i_ftijetfjjprn /he·· · .. newsworthy t~pi2s; said L,;owman. 
·· · 'Ea~h:.of.-. thes_e." .. ho_us. es will .. b .. ·e. · · ' · .. ·nr/: h·. · · ''Theyhave'lllotofgoodideas," 
· · pn.'O_·'.ur..-·· ... -a .. ·•.m . ... s ...~-;·.•···· .. ·._w· .. _.te' a .... v._e: . . .... · ·. . giYen:a title ~~~orQingto its Par~ ,y '. ··Lowman said.' Many of the-houses 
ticular theme. The houses will al_so · .. ·become d uie/f.4lnown . have plans to participate _in· Xavier 
. ; . "' . . '1 . . . '. . . .. ' ' . . . . ·, '. • .· ' . . ' . service opp' .·.ortunities' as well. 
. imhate .specia. p~og;amm~ng ··p· arto+'camf>U,s where 
geared toward e!lch ones spec;ific .. . . 'J .. r : . . . ''The-houses weren't popular~ 
theme.: .· . . . . , -. · . , everyone ts wefcom,eto few yeal's ago,"Lqwman..s.aid. 
·. 'Ac.cor<;ling to Cindy Lmvnian, ·· · · . . · · .· . ..... .. . ·. Last.year she riO'tedthatthey re~ 
Apiirtlllents and :flouses Manag~r, . partzctpq_t~ zn -our ceived fqur appli_catfons for the nine 
seven new th_eme houses' will bf . activiti~s: " houses. . .·. . 
· ~dded next year; afoD,.g with the . · . . However; thiS)'ear;theyreceived 
°cfontinued existence of . the. . . . . • . iJ applications and .~\V!lf~ed."nine 
··.Women's Christiiinc~·~~unity · · >Ju~ior S~rah Hageman groups a house, ·-. ··•· ·. · 
house, ~lso kriown as the: Alice : . ', . ' ', ,;My goalthis year was t() fill all 
Berkman cc;mmunityHouse. oftheWomen's Christiari Coinmu- the houses," Lowman said, "Next 
There are currently eight .sfu- .. ~tty.' "We .ha'~e ,,beco~e a wel1:. year it .will be exciting)o see how · 
dents· Hying in the Alice Berkman . known place on campus where ev~ the houses will grow and develop 
House. . .. . eryone is welcome to partieip~te _in: beyond what they are _now and cam~. 
special programs that they par- our· activities;" · pus programming, 
ticipate in inciude weekly prayei: . Gro.ups were.required to fill out .· · /':They givei:lqtback'to the uni-
sessions·.that are welcome to all, . a five to lOpage applic~~fon, whic;h .versity,'' Lowmkn said. "I hope that 
Wednesday night dinner.s, oft(!ri ·was revie\Ved by.a committee.of . :the gerieral_studentpopulation will· 
indudingXavierfaculty, -and•v.ad~ · . three students and four· faculty. or . take advantage of the prdgrams." 
ous other faith. oriented project~; . .· . staff members: . . . . . ' . _· " In December, Lowman had plans 
'.'Living in this community :ha,s . : · .. Any risi.ng junior or senipf. who · for an addttional 'thenie house, 
made' me more comiected to other l(yes on campus dan apply for a B'uilding Uniiy<with.Yout~'. 'J:hey .· 
people~s lives and h_as als~ ai~ed in therhe house. The numbers in the have since withdrawn their'fotent . 
dev,elqpipg' iny :tj\Vn:'spltituiility~" group~ range from' four tq 12 resi~ to form a theme hous7, ieaving the 
saicfjuniot: Clar~·Bhirri, resid~nt of. . dents. . .. . . , . ni~th house empty. 
week of JANUARY. 27, 1999 3 
. . 
Scholarship. oners 
>Applications are no\V being ·to.students who will be enrolled 
a~cepted for the Benjamin D. in college during the 1999~00· 
Unnston Fan;iily· Peace Studies . academic year. Awards, which 
tuition remission scholarship, of-. range from. $200 to $1,000, will . 
fered ·to Peace· Studies· minors, be awarded on the· basis of es-
worih'up to $4,000. Applicatibns . says of 550 or fewer words whi<.:h 
. are available .and .should be re- state the applicant's career, VO-
. .turned to the Dorothy.Day House cational and academi<.: goals. Ap-
by Feb. 1. . plications are av_ailable in the. 
~The Air & Waste Management 'Office of Financial Aid. and are 
Association is offering scholar- due Jan. 3 l. 
ships to studentswhq will be se~ >The O'Connor scholarship is 
niors in 1999"00 and who are in- awarded to a full"time student 
terested fo pursuing a career: in currently)11 the junior class and 
·an environmental field ... Appli~ is worth $5;000,\vhich is applied 
cants .must be e~roUed. full time .. to the winner's ·tuition during 
arid hav.e a cumuiative grade · their senior year. It is awar.ded 
point average• of.3.0. App~ica~. by the financial aid and scholar~ 
tions are available in the Office ship committee in recognition of 
of Financial Aid and are due Feb. outstanding academic achieve-
26.. ment and contributions, both 
>The.American ChemiCal Soci- academic and extracurricular; to 
ety sponsors scholarship pro- Xavier .. Applica~ions are avail-
grams for studen.ts enrolled in . able from department chairs in 
four year °bachelor degree 'pro- each major and ate.due Feb. 19. 
grams who want to eriter the field >Two Savage scholarships· are 
· of chemistry. Applicants must avaifable to· students who are 
. have financial need; be U;S. citi~ currently :sophomores or juniors. 
zeris, and mustbeAfricanAmeri~. and are worth $3,00o'each. Stu-
can, Hispanic or American In- dents will be selec~ed for display-
dian .. Applications are available ing excellence in the humanities. 
· frorri theAmerican Chemfoal'So- Applications' are due.Feb. 19. For 
ci~ty· Web·:$ite atwww.acs~org · more· information, consult the 
and are drieFeb:J5. .· · . main builetin boa~d fo the iobby · 
>American 'Mensa's annual of Alter Hall. 
scholarship essay contest is open ... ' -~ ... 
the\Vofii'en'-s Christian.Comrrm- ... ·''Therearecurrentlyfour(therrie .:.·- '~There.\V~.s;:oP;~ oLthe.:nine . 
nity.. ' ' ·> , .. · .. . . houses] which include aWoinen's •houses tharnoj.lne_~ne~ about. 
;; ':The other seven houses will be Christian Community, Women's ·Is- :Xavier bought a 'houseand gave it 
Men~s .. Chfistian.,_Cc;>mmuQity; ·.~el- · ·sues house, Men 's"W~lln~sS hous~, -. for. stJ.!derit Jiving.~ T~ere-.~was .~n , ,, · ... <I , ..... 
ebrate Llfe, Developing Leade~- ·ane,I the Student Recr·u~tment additional house, for one; mor,e . 'T: .. a• .. ·x· :.' ),;.r ... ·.,e.a; ·k's·-~ ~o.·r···. : .. _· .. st· ·u. '_" d.. .e. n· -t· s. 
ship, Contemporary Isst1est Men for house," Lowman said. "The houses · group," Lowman.said. · · U I.~ 
Others, Diversity Appreciation and are locat~d on. Ledgewood and Plans for this additional house BY SARAl-:I KELLEY. ondary educat'ion: .. S,tudents must 
Awareness,,and F.aith•,and ~ervice: Dana on the edge of campus?' ' have yet to be f.orm,ulat~d/pending · · ·· · .·· · · News Editor ·. ::· ·. aiso be· enrolled atleast part,.time 
.. · According;tp Low111~n;; ea1:;h, cif ... Pl~ns. for,the fiew Pivers~ty,Ap~ renova~ions; and . ()th er consider~ Stud~-iltk are now''abl6 fo' ~arn in 'a pfograrri leading to a degree. 
the theme. houses, has developed pr,eciatibn, and.Awarell~ss House . ations.. .· c · · ' !:<:-/ · · <T moi:e' than. cblleg'e' creait for' the This credit is worth up io $1;500. 
plans. fol'.; pr6gr:amining f~r: next include. foviting thi:ee intern~iional , . .."It's got aJot more wrong with i~ classes' they 'took in 1998. _It is The'lifetim<ilearriihg crediCfor 
year. _.,._, ... .-.. ;:,:- .._;;.,,•.:q. ,·.;_:-.• ·~"" .::, 
.. !~All 'of. us living•. in the house 
have benefitted fromJhe programs:.' · 
saidjunior Sarah Hag~man, resident 
students to,liye witht\letW,qXavier . than:.we first thought,?' Lowman .. possible fofsiuclents to qt'.ialify for expenses p~id :a~ter Jime 30, f 998, 
students. Some of the prograimriing · said. o''ff s up to Physical Plant and a tax credit ofup to $I ;soo for go- . is availabfo for ariy level ~ofhigher 
will include dining at different eth- the financfal offices. Itis undecided ing to college. ' .· . education, for on~ or more courses. 
' I • . 
nic _ ~estaurants,. viewing ·foreign ·what will· happen ·with it." · · The two new credits fc:ir higher The ma~imum amount that can 
Fent~les: Steady increase at X.avier 
Continued frohi .page 1 ' ·.. ~ccordirig tq A.rthur' Levi_n~~ leave, ~eqause the· men aren't as 
are 'more feril~le students; I think. president ofColumbia.Uriiversity's interes~m?." . . · 
we, have a good mix anci I don't Teache~sCollege, son:iesc.~oolsare .·Statistic~ still show a gre~ter 
think it is a problerrL'.'. · · changing their admissi?ns poli~i~s: percenta?e of. males at techmcal 
Other schools, such as Fordham "Probably. n()body :will admi~ 1t, and e?gmeenng. schools, as d~ 
Uriiversityin Ne~ York, have.be~ but Iknowthat lots.;of placestrY, to _ ~~rv~d_,:X~!e,~p~p~t?~· tht?U,m-
gun targeting their admissions mes- ge_t. s?~e. ,ge~~e~;-bala,n~e by, h.av~ ve,i:~si ~Y. of. ~~~c.a~,<' and J_oh.ns 
sages: for women, they stress small . ing easier admissmns,st~ndards for f.Iopki~~ Unrv~rs.i,ty._. But itt mo.st 
classes, personal .a~tention .and ac- boy~ tha~ fpr girl~; :.'.The problem hb~ral :irt~schools, women are still 
cess to professors; for men, they is that if you· take:men who are n_ot the/naJo.nty., .. : . 
'mention, internships~ and· intercol~. of the, sa113e. caliber as the women, -~ar~~ ~l!lley. co~trzbu.ted 
legiat~ sp()rts, the highest~p~~.forI'ning .women to this article 
Goicha., lfyou°'re reading~his little bl~ck of · 
·text you must hove free time. Exercise, it.: 
wisely by joining the staff of the award- . 
winningX.vi.r Newswir(. Call 745-3607. and 
apply today. . · ' 
education expenses, which: can. be. be received through. this credit is 
claimecf'oh 1998 federal inc'ome tax · $1,000 per year; . , _ 
r~turns, are the Hope scholarship, . ''A taxpayer: may ciaiqieither the 
and the lifetime learning .credit.-- Hop~ or lifetime learning credit, not 
· · Both credits are based on tuition both, in a single tax year," said 
and related fees at all 'C:olleges and Dixon. ' . . 
. universities. Dixon said that determining who 
"The new Hope scholarship and sh~uld Claim an education credit 
·iifetime learning cr~dits give stu- _,,.the student or the parent - de-
d.ents and theif famiiies a chance to pe~ds on who claims the personal 
get hack som~ of th6 invest_ment' exe'mption' forthe'student .. 
they rriade in hi~her i;:ducation," . .More information concernng 
said IRS spokespers9n Teri Dixon. these learning credits and more can 
' The'Hope credit is available for be obtained by calling· 1~800_~829~ 
oni'y the first two years dfpost-sec- . 3676. "'. 
.. : .·· 
·Learn. the trade, earh some pay and play a ·vital. part in the. : . 
production of the award-winning Xavier N"~wswire. ·_ · 
No ex~e~ience is' necessa~f, ~ut applicii~{~- sh~uld po~s~ss a 
" strong <;:~mmindofthe E11glish langll_age and: a c~ii:ic:al eye. 
If. inter~~tect, c;ul Kara Benken at 745~3607." 
' ' . '. . . . ' .... ':. . ; 
,• ... , 
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lrish.• ... •musie·•·.•resonates····•·1n.•· .. ·1oca1•• baud·· 
LORAINE CROUCH · 
. News FeatureEditor • ... 
Rhythmic strains of.Irish folk 
musk spillilito the street when the · 
eight members of qrian gather for 
'folir hoursJo perfect their rui: · 
· Gria~ (pronounced gtee-e~)"was 
formed about four m9nths ago wh.en •· 
freshman. Tim Ben~on; w~o plays. 
the banjo, Uillean pipes and flute, 
began looking for other people.in-
terested in playing Irish inusjc. 
A few c.hance meetings on the 
mall and informal j~m sessions at 
Haps and T_he Dubliner Restaur_ant 
led to the eight, sometimes nine, 
member band. Grian consists of 
seven Xavier students, a UC stu-
dent alld a graduate of Oregon State . 
University. . · • · · · 
Members from a variety of re-
gions and musical backgrounds 
form the band, whose name means. 
sun in Scottish GaeliC: .· The. Celtic 
Folk harp, banjo, guitar, two fiddles,· 
the Bodhran (a drum),. two flutes, 
Scottish bagpipes and Uillean 
pipes join together in about four 
· hou.rs. of song at. least two days a 
week. 
"A fot of the art of it is in ·the 
arrange~ent of tunes that comple-
ment each other while;: givh1g it 
your own inteq:)retatiori;" said jun~ 
ior Dave Rojas, who .plays guitar 
-.: ·· .. ;-···· . . :' 
and sings. · · · . . .. > .. . · .. · .. ; . . . . . . . ... · ..··· . .. . .• . ,. . . . . . . NEWSWJREPHOT?BVLAURENPOMPILIO 
Grian plays traditional music as . With a distinct sound from the average c~llege band, Grian celeb.rates the tradition of Irish folk musk while addingtheir own:tVvist. 
well as original numbers for private . · Above: Junio( Lee Kerlin and .freshman Lydia Noll· practice· on their Celtic Folk Harps; · · · 
parties and various veques includ-. . . .. . 
. . ' i • ing bars and coffeehouses. ·Last 
week; the band performed for more · Their repertoire includes about . the· band e~joys moving at a pace De~rmjning ~ practic~ schedule . than the cliched view· of lepre~ 
. th.an 100 people at the Gaslight· · four hours of music; some of which Rojas described as·'~fast as heIL" · has proven. troublesome.> ''The big- . chauns and shamrocks~" . 
Caf6 on Montgomery Road. Even- elates back. to t.he 17th q~ntury. · ''The rhythm is part of the ap- gest chalfonge is getting·fogether -"lie went on to expfaip that just 
tually, they hope to branch out to Music for the haq{ arid pipes are peal," said harpist-Lee Kerlin, the and finding a time when everyone. as rock 'n '.roil has a· variety of forms, 
bookstores; other area p~bs and ·· · o~en older.· ''The lineage·is amaz~ fluid .. ninth member of .the··band. .·can nieet 1'Summerssaid.: ,,_., .L•. ·;· so does. Irish music. Wheri bands · 
Celtic:Festivals around town. . ing,'' said UC student :John. "Even if people aren't familiar-with : · Havi~g such' a big gtoup has its . add their own spin to· the '.music, 
"O~firststepi
0
sto'mllkeademo Neiheisel. . . . . . it, they can.'still participate; A·lot benefits: For example, all nine unique'stylesemerge. . . .. 
tape," said ·vocalist junior Katie . "Knowing a song was passed on . · of people are included .in the whole hlembers' keep· their eyes .and ears · ·· "I stand in proud defiance of the 
Summers. "A lot of bars in the area . by ear for such a)ong time and' experience,"· she said. open for possible gigs. .Tliey are garbage heap of pop culture," Nial 
. require them b~fo~e they· hire a wasn'twrittendown.inm~sicnota~ Inaddition,mariymusicalinflu~ .. alsoJookingfortouring·optionsfor · Burnham said of his dei::ision to· 
band,'' she said. Afewofthefrlis- tion, that's a great tradition,"he eni::esareincorporatedintoGrian's thesummer~onths. . . 'play traditional Irish musie.. . 
tellers have approached them about said. . · . · ~unes, wh~ch they say helps them With such a large group, decid- · · ·No matter what ·their personal 
a demo deal,. but possibilities are "iii Irish m~sic, \ve.liste!l to the reach a wider au.dience. "It's. very ing on a name 'everyone like4 was . music collections contain, they all 
still being considered. . generation before us .and we inter- easyto integrate other rhythms and . probI~01atic, .too. Someqne. ~ould h~ve one thirig in common; . they 
· In additjon to planning for a .pret it in' our own way," siiid Benson. musical aspects 6f other cultures," suggest something. and another love Irish folk m.usic. "You have to 
dem"<>, the band is. tentatively ''That's how the tradition is passed said Rojas.·, · . . · .· wouid 'disagree, and the' debate love it, or you \\'Ouldn";~do it," said 
scheduled to play in the Xavier oil." . . · Classicaltraining, privateles- went on for some time. freshman harpist Lydfa Noil. "lt.'s · 
Theatre for a free music night spon- Not only li~tening, but learning sons and p~rsOnal dedicatfori have . In fact, the original riam~. in'yoU,,r semi.": . . . . 
sored by SAC' and the Irish Ameri- how to play instrlimentS from the advimced the musical talents ofthe Ceolnua, which'meansNew Music ..... 
can Club. Grian also plans to make prevfous generation is·avital part group, a~<faff except Rbjas and . ln Irish Gaelic, had t~·be gi~enup 
an api}earanceat th~ St. :P,atrick~s . of the tradition. Both harpists .. freshma·ri. 'fiddle pl11Y.e.~. ~~rah for a more pi;onouricable alterna- '. . CiRIAN. 
Day Jam on· the Tyial~. . learnedfrom the same woman, and Blickenstaff h1tye prev~ous'experi- tive: . ·. . " . . ' .· 
. . Benso~;s teach.er was. frqm ence with Irish' riitisic. lJC student . · ...•. After hours ofbr~instorming and Tim Benson; ffeshma:n: · ... 
Achill Island offtlie coast of . John Neih~isel taught himself how tncleCisiori~ the b~nd selected Grian Uillean pipes, banjo; tin· 
. Ireland. Many Of Grian's . to play.the Bod~ran: : .. • ataround 4·.a:m; one. December whistle and flute·· · · ·· 
· · · · · · •Sarah.· Blickenstaff,'. · tunes come from the County : Being ·pari'of Gri~n takes up a ·· .. morning. They ~a11ted something . · · · 
Sligo where _he lived. · lot of time, imci for the students in simple ·and easy fo pronounce, how- . freshman: fiddle. . 
· · · ·. · · · · · ·· · · ·· · · ··. Niat'Burn. hain,·oreg· ori. 
During Grian ·~ lively the band~ it meaQs a lot oflafonight . ever, manypeople'misfake them for. 
·. copcerts, freshman flutist _studying a, fter_. practice. Althougfi. Grain or other variatiohs: , .· .· State Univ. graduate: fiddle . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ' . and vocals . • . . 
Molly Steshko often per- · theeptiregroupnieetstwiceaw~k. Thename"itseifniearis·sunand · 
-· forms Irish step dancing. indivklual players usually practfoe · refers to a sun goddess in Celtic · " Lee Kerlin, junior: Celtic 
·•·· Steshko, who has been both more on their own. . ' mythology; but most significant .is . Folk H:arJ, /. . . . . 
·playing the flute arid d~nc- .. <Rojas recalled beginning apa-. thefact_thateveryonefinallyagree<l . JohnNeiheisel;UCstu-
. · · · · - · · · · · · dent: Scottish bagpipes and ing.for 6 :years, sees the mu7 per at 4 a.in.• after spending hours · on it. - · ·. · . . . . . · . . . 
'"' ~ic as a way of keeping her . on what he c~lls the "wine glass . The band hopes to ;take advan~ Bbdhran (druin) .· -
heritage alive. · · · · jam." :For this "seesion;" he filled tage of the· small number of I~ish · ,Lydia· Noll, freshman: 
. . "Coming from a family in . wine glasses "with different amounts . mlisfoians inthe area. Atthe:same ; Celtic Folk l:Iarp . .: : . : 
touch with their cultural ··of_liq_ ui_d_· and_ mad~·m_·· .. u_ si~ o_·n_ the_. time;_theyhope_.t6d_ is_tin __ ._g_u_·i~hthe~- .. M~llfS~eshlfo;:rr~s~-<. 
· · · · · · · · ·· .. · · · ... · · · ..... · · · · · · · ·" '. .man:.Flllte; Irish· step danc~ · background, hqw milch you ri01s. ;J;:>espite the sleep deprivation.· .. selv~s by crt:atirig new arrange-
love the music is kind oflike thatfo,lloWed,,Rojas insisted thai'it . ments. · ... - . . . . . . - . · -~ ·:ing ~- · : .... ·. ·. . . : .·· 
. the history qf\yho Y~l1 are as ~was' wor~h, it. . :· .. · . . ... · · • . . .• . '°Differeritpeople define the. tra~ - :. Dave. Rojas,:junior: gui-. 
: ·a person,;' Steshko said. . •. . All agreeth~fjttakes ·wotk to fit .. dltion.Jll:diff~n~Jif\v~y·s, ; Wetry to : > tar· ~nd /ocals. · •.· .. ·· ...... : , · .. 
·. All.of the band members .enoughtim~·ii1the day.for·pJayihg .. dt!.fiite .it in' more eontempq~ary .. l(atie Summers;jiinior: ·· 
> agre~ that being ifish. is not aridJkeepiriguiJ.with Classes:.::,·.:: ·•.·. ·.t~rms while stlllpreserylnitlii:i'tra~ vocals_ ·... _ -. 
·. necessary to erijoy the mu- . · .. ~lickeristiiff erijoys the break · . dfrion;•• Bensori7said: ·. . . ·: .·. · For·: information on ·up~. 
sic. In additionio"active.au- fr6m'sdibol~ork> ~'ffs a· release .. :-.: ;,·There°'s'tlti~·big·~orld'oflrish' . comfog sh()'ws call Tim at 
. dien~e partfoipation; such as fr6~-:tb~·6e'ctic scho61 ·d~y,'' 'she. mUsic.thatpe0plereally.ar~n~taware· · .. xB996-· . • . . ... . 
clapping a~d toe tappillg; sai~'. " .>) -\'. ~.. . . of,1~)ai~:·B~risb.n.: ~'.lt'.s aJbt.~_q~e · 
Tim Benson, Katie.Summers'.. 
and Molly Steshko · · 
• 
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U.S •.. fires' on<lraq Pop.e:. · CoDSid~r a vocation • .. • • . •. . . • . ; • . • • • .' . >,· ' ·.' ·~ • • 
. Caused civilian casualtiis, ·says Iraq. 
BY STEVE l<LOEHN 
K_nighf:Riiider Newspapers 
MEXICO CITY -:-.Pope John 
BY MICHAEL KILIAN · · civilian ·c:a~_ualties'. But Zinni.said ~ Paul n macie. an impassioned plea 
Knight~Ridder N~spap¢rs Hussein. had only himself to for young. people to co~sider the · 
WASHINGTON -u:s. war: . . blaf!le'because he ini~ia'ted aggres- priesthood or.~eligious.orders Sun-. 
· planes launchedretii.liatory strikes.. · sive'. ~ctions ·against ti:s: aircraft day, taking his case directly to an · 
against ground targets· in north- imd placed military targets in Ci: ·.. estimated one million' worshipers 
em and southern Iraq on .Monaay, · vilian areas. . . . . who gathered at .an enormous, dusty 
reportedly killing and injuring a. - . "We deeply regret any loss of race track for a two-hour mass. . _ 
number of Iraqi· civilians wi~h a civilian live~ orcivilia:n casualties . The wodd wide shortage of. 
mi~sile that apparently went off ·or injuries," Zinni said. "We do· Catholic priests has become epi- · 
.. course near the southern city of everything'hilinanly possible to . demic in Latin America, where 
Ba~ra. prevent.that. Mostim'portant, the ·so.me ruraLchurches go weeks at~ 
Iraqi officials on the scene said · ultimate reason. and cause for time without a Mass,' waiting for the 
11 people were killed and 59 in~ these> c:asualties .is Saddam arrivalof a traveling priest. 
jured by two U.S. pfanes firing a Hussein." . · The. 78-year-old pope's voice 
total of five missites~. . .. . . .. . The general said an apparent had qu~vered.earlyiit the ma.ss, the 
. , The attacks· in both regions ·. goal of H.ussein is to. lure an largest event of his .ongoing visitto 
. were in response to the third con- American . aircraft· into a· the Americas; but he spoke force-
. secutive day.of aenalprov~cation . "SAMbush"_:z air space heavily fully as· he told young people not to 
by Iraqi jets as PresidentSaddam targeted by Iraqi missiles and · be afraid ot'a life in the church. His 
Hussein stepped up his challenges other air deft:nse8. · · . . enthusiasm grew as the crowd be-
I~ his pope7mobile,.PopeJohn Paul II rr1ake.s his way down the 
course at the Rodriguez Brot~ers Racetrack in .Mexico City before 
celebrating Mass on Jan. 24. An estimated crowd of one million 
people packed th(i!racetrackto hear a callto arms from the · · 
pontiff - a summons to take to the streets' and confront the 
c~allenge of Pr()testant evangelism. · · · 
ta the "no-fly" zones imposed by . Aii: defenses in southern Iraq gan to intequpt his homily with · Thousaqds of people camped 
the- u:s. since shortly after the· are now three times as strong as · applause and cheering. · outovemightatthesiteoftheMass, 
·. gious opponents of the church. 
1991 Persian Gulf war.. , they were before last month's ''.Christ is surely calling some of ·despite temperatures that dropped 
Aineriean missiles'and bombs · Operati~n Desert Fox, Zinni you.to follow him and to give your- below freezing:Organizers had ex-
hit Iraqi r~dar sites1 air defense . said. . selves totally tO the cause of the pected 800,000 worshipers bllt ul-
installati_oiis and surface-to~air "Clearly he want.s to sh()ot. · Go¢pel. Don't be afraid to receive timately said that one million 
(SAM) launchers in both zones. .. down· an American airplane," · · the Lord's invitation ; .. FollQw him crowded-ento the track, 
. Though some 13 Iraqi airc~aft Zinni said;'su°ggestin{H:Ussein · ·to bec9me, like the apostles, fish- Pr.iests standing outside the 
were fovoived in. the. inddents: ·might want ~o capture and hold an ers of men," the pope said: · • . fences· ·said Mass sim~ltaneously 
they reportedly fled before· c~mJ . American pilot fqr pr()J)agarid~ ''I also encourage fathers and for thousands moi:ewho could not 
ing within attack range ofAmeri~ · purposes. . . . . _ . mothers to. be the -first to nourish get in to see the pope1 while nearby 
. Can aii-~raft' . '.. . . .•·. CTherehave,be¢n70incursiOnS ·:-the Seed Of the VOCati~n in your' residentSbroughttelevision'setSOUt 
Marine Gen. Anthony Zinni; .. of no-fly zones by some· 100 Iraqi . children," he continued. ''Dear par- . to the sidewalk for'others who were : 
commander Of U.S; forces in the· aircraft since ·Desert Fox; ~and _ ents, educate your.children accord~ left out. · · 
gulf region, said at a Pentagon about 20 inst~rice~;~fSAM mf~> ing•to the principles of.the Go.spel In his h~mily, the 'pope exJ 
• brfofing thi!tthe Unit~ States was . · sile launches., gi:ound.'fire ~~d ra- . · so they can be the. evangelizers ·of pressed his feeling for Mexicb 's 
sorry if ~n •:errant missile'.' caused ·dar targeting, Zinni said; · · · ·· the third: miilennium; The· church 'indigenqus .people, and obliqu~ly 
cr_iticized both 'political' and reli~. 
"Sons and daughters of Mexico 
and 'the whole. of America, do not 
seek the truth of life in fallacious 
and ·apparently novel ideologies," 
the pontiff urged, in what some 
observers interpreted as. an allusion 
_to fast-growing Pentacostal 
churches· that· are eating into the 
Catholic Church's-domination in 
Latin America;· 
The pope took part in a music 
and prayer service for families at a 
Mexico City soccer stadium Mon-
day evening befpre departing Tues-
day foi: St. Louis, where President 
Clinton greeted the pontiff and ineet 




Day~at· ... _Better Jngr~di-ents. 
. · Better-. Pizza. · · . . 
XAVIER SPECIAL 
. bw-3's Buffalo · 
~ild _Wings! 
. .,, 
' ~, : ' 
· · ·Houns: . 
Mort-Thurs. -









·. 4539 Montgomery.R.d. .7:11-5959 
'.·.·· , ... '. 
Manag~rs, Drivers, In-Store & Telep~one 
· Personnel· . · 
2st Wings every Tuesday. 
Hot wi~gs and fiot sP.orts 
act,1~n _e.very day. 
'Aw~rd-Winlling Buffalo Wings· 
: 12 Signature Sauces 
Full Menu 
Doily Happy Hour. 
Big Screens & a.Multitude of TV's 
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S . T A F F E ·o I T C)R I A L -
·Getting too big 
W
i.t~ next year's fresh-
man enrollment· 
expected to reach a 
record sfae; :Xavier is.at a· · 
crossrpads. It fooks like Xavier 
housing, only so much parking .. 
. ·The physical piant hasreal , 
, Hmitations; We aren'(prepared 
.· to go to the next level:- to 
. become a significantly.larger 
. will have the largest undergradu~ university.-:- withoutadditional · 
ate student enrollment ever;.·· .··facilities. · · · 
crowding campus eveiunore. · And \yhy sho4ld we go Jothe 
Because of tlie re:cord ih_fh.ix nextlevd? Xavier should focus . 
of students, the university is on ir.. on its-mission to edq::e~e 1 
the briilk of losing the very.. . . reasonably sized student body .. 
characteristics that make it so . :;As our classes become larger,. 
sp~ial.· Cla!!S sizes._ are ~rowing. our educational experienced is 
•Between (!lasses, the hallways of threatened-. Faculty-student · 
Alter bµrgeon with teeming relationships, individual . 
masses .. More and more classes attention,. class. participatioii. and 
are spun off to remote buildings diSCU:j,'iiOn all suffer in swelling 
like the Armory and Honors · classes. .· · · . 
House as traditional classroom. . Although there's no sure-fire 
space.is booked; More re- way to predictfreshman 
sources and facul~y are occupied · admissions, th~ universi.tycan 
teaching introductory courses take steps to minimize the 
for freshmen at the expense of .... mimper of applications received, 
upper level course offerings: The addition of an essay . · · 
Even the vaunted seminars c;iften · requiremerit_'was.a st~p inthe 
exceed their size cap. ,. 
There's something speCial 
• I • . ' 
about Xavier that separates us. 
from larger.private schools and -
publicinstitutions. Our tour 
guides are apt to describe the 
. exceptional faculty to student .. · 
ratio, small class size and , 
personal touch. students receive 
at a small colleg~. Th~se are . 
some of the qualities that make . 
' · Xavier such an attr~ctive choice, 
yet we run the chance of 
forfeiting these distinctions as· 
the enrollmevt rapidly ap~ 
proaches the university's• 
capacity. 
· Even though Xavier is 
growing, there is o~iy so much 
cla_ssroom space, 011ly so much 
right direction, resu,ting in :i .. 
· fewer applications. We should 
·. be wary qf implementing online . · · · 
. applications, wl:iich would 
· undoubtedly increase the 
. number received. Potential 
. . . students should de.monstr~te 
enough interest in. the university 
. to fill out a.paper application .. ·. 
and maii it in. · · 
Xavier is working itaid .to . 
. improve the f acillties available 
for students. But all the"atdums, 
statues and basketball arenas . 
won't- mean athing .if w~ lose 
the' quality .classroom experience . 
...• a small c9lldge offers. .· ·.· ·. 
. .. ~M;W.M. 
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- N A T I o~ N A L ·. · P E R S P E C T I V E 
· Illlpeachmenflrial a 'traVesty' 
. . 
BY GIA HAYES 
Guest Columnist . . . . ' 
My mother has often:told me 
that peopl~ get the elec~ed officials 
they deserve, an observati.on borne 
'out by 'the recent events: in the 
nation'.s capital. · · . 
I must agree with Dr. Sandy . 
Karras, a member of the apparently 
.· outspoken history department, that_ 
"Th_ewhole (impeachment) process: 
· ·. is a travesty;" From the .very be-
ginning, the proceedings in Con-
gress; incqnsequeritial as. they al-
ready ate, have been rilatred by a 
.petty, mean~spirited partrsanship 
t~at shows no signs:of iibating. · 
. . 
. ' I did not feel personally violated 
when President Clinton· lied about .. · peach.the presldeht, admitted a fiv~~' . affiliation, most deeply about these , 
his relationship with Monica ... year extramarital affair that began· ·.forays into the private lives ofpub-
Lewinsky, and anyone w~o claims. when he was 41. His excuse? ;It. lie figuresis the very real possibil-
tq have been deceive.d m.ust be un- . wa~ "a youthful indi!!cretfon.'; · • icy that ~ewill never again have any · 
speakably na'ive. ·. Bob Barr, another Regublican decent candidates f<?r government •. 
Let's look at this rationally. Any. congressman who is vocally anti- office. ' 
politician stakes his or her career abortion, riot only ..._ __ . ----------
on a gambit of shameless self-pro- . cheated on his. 
motion a11d is thus inclined to say now ex~wifo but . 
whatever it takes to raise approval paid for I:ier to 
ratings,whetherit be true ornot. have anabortion. 
The intrusive 
nature.of our po~. 
litical process has 
: Honestyi:s a virtue I encourage . , Worse, b()th. 
Declaring legis- . 
lators like these,fit 
· already led one · 
, very viabfo candi-
date~· .· Colin· . . 
in anY. person, especiaiiy" for an Barr and Senate 
elected .official; buMoo often the . M~jority ·~eaderJ 
qt1est for votes and power out- Trent Lott have 
.io pdss.judgement .. Powell, to forego. 
seeking the presi7 . ) 
weighsmoralscruples. Forthisrea- beeII linked to 
sori, I take·anything that any ppliti- · white-suprema" 
cian says with a healthy dose of . cist groups, and 
skepticism. Ohio's own S~na-
One of the many aspects of tor : .. -.George·. 
o_~ the president is 
. rather like culling 
a jury pool ftom ·a 
dericy. · 
l can't say I 
blarrie' Powell. 
Few people with 
any sense of self-
respect want the . 
most intimate de-
tails ~f their lives 
and relationships\. 
"Zippergate" that. disturbs me is the ·voinovich. stands . 
triviality or'the charges, especially accused gf fon- ·. 
when compared to the actions of .· Ileling lucrative 
some other public figures ofrecent state contracts fo ;_ 
prison population. 
memory. . ' . his brother's construction firm 
. · Essentially, as The Times Qf:i:.,on- whil~ he was governor.· . . ·, 
don. argued, th.is trial. is . about · · · Moral· integrity. i!i obviously· a 
whether· or not Clinton lied about . :problem across the boiird in Con~ 
touching Lewinsky's genitals. ·Re- gress, and declaring legisliitors like 
ally, is this on the same· plane as. these fit to pass judgement onJhe 
Nixon's uridec;lared war on Cam- president is rather like c~lling a jury 
bodia or Reagan;s knowledge an.d pool from a·prison population. · 
possible authorization of th'e Iran- · , Clinton 'sactions were certainly 
Contra arms deal, both csf which . wrong, and he Cl~arly has.some sort.· 
directly resulted in the. deaths of . of protilem, perhaps se.x. addicti()n. 
thousands of'innoc~nt'civillans? :l ··· How~ver, he ~s human arid' has hu-
think not. rrian fa~lts arid shortcomings. It 
The hypocrisy of Republicans . · would be far betterf9,r.the nation fr 
prosecuting Clinton is ~rioth~r con-.. · he publii;ly admitted his problem 
cern. Henry. Hyde; c:haif of the arid sought treatment for it. .·. 
House Judiciary Committee iha( ~:What troubles me, as it should 
vot.ed along. part,isan lin~s to illl~ eve~y A~ericari regardless of_ party 
blaring from ·the 
·• next cover of ttieNational Enquirer 
or New York Times. The witch~hunt 
·. climateon_Capital Hill mus.t stop 
now, for the sake: of our .nation's 
future. 
No matter what Clinton detrac-
tor's•'cJaiiil, this entire mess has 
ne~er been and never .will be about 
p~rjary or ()bstr~ct~o11 of jus:tic:e. It· 
is about sex, pure and simple .. 
. · .And ifittakes Larry Flynt drag~:: 
'ging :tiis iliillion dollars through 
every high-dass hot~1 and 'trailer ; 
park in the United States to show 
us how. low we as a riatiori have 
sunk,'then so be !t. : '·' ' 
·.· ,·:·.:·'.: 
·' 
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-·MALL TALK-. 
<\¥HAT.i~.,t:lte.. be~t~or. wor~tthing ~·a~:out the: Crosstowµ Shootout? .. ·· 
I•.· .. ,: .. . . ' : ~ ·, . " ' , 
'·. :· 
;:~'My best friend 
:goes·toUc,· lt'sa 
. ·• :.stressful .timeJor 
.. ·.us'." 
· "The bars get too 
·packed.'' . · 
-Corey Bogdan , 
Senior 
· "l don't have 
anything against 
UC yet. Give me· 
time." . -
"I drop everything 
. the day of the · ... 
shootout. I'm· 
addicted;"· 
_jennifer ·w~nner · 
S~phonuiri . 




LE-TTERS ·ro·· THE EDITOR 
JSQ :si11gle solution to pr()blell)S 
..... ·A rtthiefirc.·_00ia··.1tcoofrio~ur·~c. mep0t.1r:oa·· n1 ·pi~--·0nb.~liethm~sr trol their sexual.impulses ... " I find tics have increased. , it even more insuiiing to~assume finally; I would like to ·address 
noi: oi.ir satvation · fron1 'global de- that people who choose artificial . the issues of global destruetion and· 
struc,tibn ind AIDS. .for. the. past contraception will then u~control~ AIDS .. Just as aitifici~I contracep-
. three .. Weeks in The NeWs~ire we !ably have affairs and abortions . tion ~annot be blamed for all.ofour 
havebeensllbjectectto.narrowvi~w- and get divorced. · probfoms, neither-can it be hailed ·· 
po~nts th.at havereduced extremely This "iogic" presupposes that as our savior. . People's·. attitudes 
· coinplexissue~toonething-'-arti- with·the choiee of artificial con- .about sex; population control and 
ficial contraception. . · traception, we lose our ability to environmental protection l)ave 
• · : Divorce;·. abortiOti, euthanasia think critically and. morally about much more of an impaet qn 1bese ' • 
· and the destruction of .our planet ·other decisions we make in our .· .issues than a ccnidom ever couh:C . 
are consequences of beliefs and lives. Again this ignores the big To protect our.selves frol11 
attitudes, beyond the sc<;>pe of one picture and fails to recognize the . AIDS, STOs arid environmental •.. 
. simple culpriior solution'. As Kate ·substantial changes in our world d~gradation, we must open our . 
Bergman 'wrote in her article in the that have an effect on statistics re- e:Yes to t~e realities of Olli: world.· 
_ Jan. 20 Newswire, :•Narrowly fo- lated to issues like divorce arid ·Using'a condom is not enough. We .. 
· .• ctising ori)1rtificial corifraceptio11 abortion: / . · · · . . 'D1ust8elect ~ur ·sexual parttjers · -
. ·as a. sol udOri. '(to '.populaifon When, exal11ini~g. the dramatic with care and be aware of the con~ 
'grow.th)i~~.l;I}~~ f~f:· co11lplex~iy of . increase in divorce in our society, . seque~ces of 6ur sexualbehavi~r. 
issues in developing cquritrie's.'' I . how ca~ we igh°~re the upward !DO- . •··• Af the· s~me • tini.e; th~ rapidly 
couldn't~gree more: -The issues bility of women? In :the past, growingpop1J!ationmJst.peconsid-'. 
are tcio intricate to ~e res(>Ived by.·. wornen ·could not· supporfthem- ered in the context of how. we use . 
a single solution.· :· .. selves. Employmentopportunities . ourresource5. Evenifartificialcon-· 
When I r:ead further· .. in were few and even fewer all~wed tra~eptiori ·slows &ur poptilation 
Berg'man1s·.article; s~e said, '.'Arti- · women. to support their families: gr~wth, .it wonlf01ake a difference· 
fiCial contraception is damaging to Women were s(uck in. bad· mar-· . if we keep polluting the eartJt and · . 
marriage .. ;" based on .the in~ riages; strippingawayherresources: · 
.. creased incidence ·of unplanned Now that they have a choice in Real sohltions will come when 
· .. pregnancy, aJ?ortion, adultery and · .the matter; some women choose to ' . 'we alter ol!r ~ays of tht~in-g about · 
divorce. By e.stablishing these .. get divorced. This is not to say that these co~piex issues. When ~e 
correlations, Bergman seems to only women choose divorce or that · stop trying to pin the blame or the 
·reduce these complexJssues to a their upward mobility is a ·direct ans\yer ·to our problems. o~ o~e 
·single source. _To lay the blame· cause of that decision. Again, many thing, perhaps then we will be ca-. 
. on artificial contraception fails to . factors go' into a couple's decision pable of understanding how we cari 
address the big picture; . · · · . to divorce. My point is women have . cope with the health, moral and en-· 
·Mr. Meconi wrote in his Jan; 20 . . a greater range of options. One of vironinental concerns ofour day. 
article,. ~~How .offensive to _think those options is divorce, which can: -Loraine Crouch 
. that Xa'{ier students cannot con- in part, explain why-divorce statis- Junior 
Men not:einpow.ered'>by;·.pill 
Kate Bergman brought i.ip many· with hormorie levels' that were later · eX:cellentj:>oints in her column found to b~ to_o ·high, the govern-
arguing that contraceptidn is not a . ment was attacked for not caring 
curecall. I. was troubled however, a~out women enough to conduct 
. when·she regulariy mentioned th~ extensive tests. 
anti-female gender bias that she As Warren Farrell writes, "In 
feels pervades this·topic. . . brief; when wo'men's lives were at 
. Most troubling was her sadly stake we stiimbled all over our-
revisfonist feminist history of the selves. until we were caught be-
development of the pill. Bergman .. tween ·a rock anda hard place.'' . 
writes.thatgenderbiasled.tothree .. The lack of development of-a 
women dying during testing of the: . maie bifth' control pill is evidence 
. . ·Jeinale contraceptive pill. She as- bf gender bias.:.__ not the anti"fe-
•. 'sertS'thattlifs is evidence of a lack . male bia:s Bergm~n is mistakenly 
of care about womeii .. ·. . . 'sure of; but .father. bias against 
This is dangerously misleading. . meri. With no piiJ Of their own, 
When· bfrth •control pills were rnen have far Jess power ov~r their 
available. in Europe but notJhe ciwn bodies andthlis their own 
United States,' women cried that lives than. women do .. 
the governmenf.s unwillingness to Bergman a~gur~s that: ... Due to 
. make the' pill avallable 'showed a . pervasive 1g~rider' bias, under- . 
contempt for women's lives and·a - sc,orea by custoin and-gqvernlrieri-
. desire to keep women' powerless. ta! policy, women remain depen-
B ut when t\ie FDA cfuickly dent .. .'' Perhaps she and I live un-
. _made available_ birth control pills der different governments'. 
. . Farrell explains that a girltias 
. the opticin oftaking the pill while 
• . • I . . • . • . , ' ' 
a boy's option does not incluoe 
knowing if she takes the pill. Fur-
ther, "Pregnancy for, a girI means · 
the option of a quick abortion (no 
matter how the boy feels) or of su-
ing the boy. for e'ighteen years of 
· child support (110 matter how. the 
boy feels). ~11 brief, foday herfeel- . 
,ings matter, his ·don't." · · · 
.Far from:~xhibiting the anti-fe" 
· male bias that Bergman claims,. 
: .·governmental poiicy gives women 
· power while stripping it away from 
I '. ·. ', , ' 
1Jlen'. Men's 'Jack of power on is-
·sues of birth control and abortion 
· ru:C?t()tally ignored~ I~sfoad ~f deal-
ing with these legitimate c0ricerns, • 
B~rgman falls, as so many do,' into 
the trap of calling any issue deal- · 
fog withwom(:n all; example of 
·. ani-feinale gender bias.·· . 
· · ·· ,:;Nikhael Cebula 
· - · Sophomore 
"Gloating to all my .. 
friends who go to 
UC.'' 







'~It's an intense 
rivalry and it gets 
me pumped.up." 
. -Jenny Painter 
Freshman 
LETTER. TO THE EDITOR-
Use dissection alternatives 
"As an alumnus of Xavier, I am reasori for switching to the avail-
most ashamed of one aspect of able computer models (dissection 
· the cui:rent curriculum, specifically simulatbrs) is .that many medic~! 
· the archaic practice of dissection. . schools, including the University of 
At cine time there may have been Cincinnati and Harvard, no longer 
justification for dissection, but as · have·ouduture doctors learning to 
we become a computer literate and be surgeons by cutting up dogs or 
compassionat~ soCiety~ this was other animals.: 
~liminatc:!~: :·> .·... , . .· If medical students are no longer 
:. · The rationale. for -ihtroducing dissecting animals, one would think 
~:kids in the ninth grade to cutting up there would be a trickle-down ef-
anirnals to learn bodily functions . feet to the high schools and colleges 
was 'that oile dayo~e of these kids presumably training studei;its for 
might want. tobecome a docfor. medical school. 
· · How many people have fostead · · Yet here at Xavier, even certain 
.been turned ·off' of the :sCiences by. psychology dasses compel studen~ 
stinkirig, , revolting. -dissection who are morally opposed to cutting 
classes? Even former Cincihnatian. up animals to. participate. Some 
Jerry ~pringer said he c;hanged his . students find it morally wrong; oth-
inind'about goipg tci medical school ers ju,st totally repulsive. Yet to take 
after the ii:iitial dissection class; We . certain classes, no alt!!rnatives are· 
migh~ have been rni~us d~e talk . provided. 
·show host. Are we trying to create doctors, 
. A pastjtistifi~ation f~r cutting up or Jeffrey Dahmers? Serial killers 
cats is the rationale:thafthey were - have almostwithoutexception been 
· obtained fr9m shelters. and were , linked to .a faseination with muti-
. already dead ... People for the Ethi- · lating animals' bo~ies. 
cal .Treatment of Animals (PETA), The rationale that animals have 
however, quashed this excuse also . been used in the past, while profes-
w hen they went undercover at sors refuse to becqme educated on 
Carolina Biciioglcal, one. of the availabie alternatives, makes me 
. nation's largest suppliers of cats for . unable to donate to Xavier's Alumni 
IaboratoriesOPETA shot footage of ·Fund; My sincere hope is that as 
cats that had been trapped, suffer- We all look forward to the millen-
ing arid strugglingi as their veins nium, we can greet scientific. ad-
.. were pumped foil of dye while they vances with the same fervor. 
were still very much alive. · -Jayri Meinhardt· 
But perhaps the most com}Jelling M. Ed. '70 
··The News :Quiz 
·ev MARK MCDONALD 
•Senate Majority Leader Trent c)now weighs as much as Kate 
Lott arlnounce.d there are enough . Moss . 
votes to stop a Democratic pian to ••A M~xican restaurant drew 
dismiss tl)e charges against Presi~ complaints when employee Steve . 
dent Clinton. Lottfavors continu~ Vento (height 4'4") was sent walk-
. ing' the trial because:- '. . ... :_ ; . . ing around serving chips: and sals,a 
. a) a dismissal w'ould be"a short- · from a special sombrero he wore. 
. . circuiting of t~e process that would Vento was previously seen: 
not be fair." • . . . a) portraying the Hamburglar for 
b) the liberal media has finally·· McDonald;s (it's true!) . 
stopped covering pesky issu.es like · b) hidii:ig behind a fire hydran_t. 
education; discr.imination ancf fis- c) hiding out in Reina Alvarado. 
cal and foreign policy. 111 William .Mccorkle and wife 
· b) he '.s got nothing, better to do·•·· Chantal. were senten~ed to 24 years 
since the white.:supremayist meet- in prison for fraud and money Iaun~ 
.. ing was cancelled.. . . . dering in a popular infomercial real 
· •ReiilaA!varado, 25 and a peas- estate scam. Mccorkle has: 
... ·ant in. Honduras, had.an 83-pound' · ·a): worked as an exotiC dancer . 
tumor: remoyed. :Aftet·surgery she . b) served as a congressman. 
weighedjust 80 pounds. She: ... c) lost hiS'Contract to write 101 
. a) thought she was pregn~nt. . 'Ways to Rip Off Gullible People.;. 
. b) thought she was a little puffy and Get A.way With It.· 
around the eyes. 
... "'.. 
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BY MATT MADCiES 
. between the two schools, historical 
significance was at hand and it was 
.. . Assistcznt Sports Editor ·· · . · clear right from the series' begin~ 
. In Cincinrn1ti, ·the Crosstown ning how import~rit- the series 
Shootout is simply referred to as woiildbe in the.future/. · 
"the game," It is by far the biggest .. ·The first game in the series was 
basketballcontest,andarguably,the played on March 7, 1928; at 
biggest sporting event that takes Xavier's Schmidt Fieldhouse. .It 
place in t.he city each year. was the dedication game oCthe 
Up. until . this season, the newly built gym and the Musketeers 
Shootout had.be.en Cinc,irinati's · came away from the contest with a 
· quietly kept secret. This season, as 29-25 victory .. · _ 
the teams prepare to meet for the After the inaugural meeting, XU 
66th t_ime, however, the entire- na~ . and UC did not meet again until 15 
tion will be watching as the game, years later, iri ·1943, and it wasn't 
will be featured as part ofESPN's until the 1945~46 season that the 
"Rivalry Week." . Shootout became an ~nnual event. 
· '.'(ESPN's coverage) is.going to ·Since then, the city's .two teams. 
be good for both schools,''said XU· have met atleast once each season .. 
senior Lenny Brown. "The nation Over time~ many great games 
is going to get to see the great fans · and moments occurred. In the 1964 
thatthe \,!ity of Cincinnati has;" Shootout at the Cincinnati Gardens, · 
Over the past few years, the .. UC defeatedXavier-94-92. In the 
. Shootout has been compared to Joss, however, XU guard Steve Tho-
otht<r highlyintense college games · 
· such as Duke vs. North Carolina 
and Louisville vs. Kentucky, but 
when looking atthe big picture,.no · 
. game can truly compare. 
· ·for one, Puke and North Caro- . 
lina meet twice during the yearso 
there is always a· chance for re-
. demption .. The Louisville vs; Ken- ·. 
tucky match up is an anmial event' 
just like theShootout; butthe geo- ·.· 
graphical distance between the two 
schools .takes· away frotn· the' 
uniqueness of the game. 
All in all, th.e Crosstown : 
Shootout is the biggest, the most. 
intense and the most ·pressure-filled 
·college basketball game of the sea-
son in the entire nation, .. and this 
year everyone will get a chance to 
seewhat the hype is all about.· 
· mas scored a series record 45 points 72~ 71 on a~ last second j u1nper by 
that still stands to this day. . John Zeides. Once again in 1971; 
·.: The XU~UC rivalrywould,not 'the M~sketeers came ~waywhh a 
becompletewithoutabrutal war at one-point victory.\vheri ~Bob·· 
some'pointinthe s~ries. This to~k _F,ulfarton hit two game-winning<;; 
place in 1967 when the two teams free throws to liftXU to.the 66-65 · 
comb~ned to commit 57 fouls. victory; Cincinnati gained revenge· 
The game also included an over~ on Xavier's. heroic· endings of the 
time inelee that resulted in one ' p~st in the 1987 meeting. It was 
player· from each sqiiad being .. then that senior Joe Stiffend sank a· 
. ejected, while a few spectators were Ia.sf second jumper to give ·th~ 
injured as a result of debris that was · Bearc~ts a 75-73 win. · · 
thrown onto the floor. The Bearcats · The Crosstown Shootout has 
came away with.a 79~69 victory.in also seen its 'share of controversy. 
.. the overtime battle.· Ii11990; Xavier beat UC 90-88 in 
The Shootout has almost exclu-. overtime as XU's· '~Jumping" Jamal . 
· sively been a competitive and tight Walker hit a *ree-pointer towin the 
game year in and year out: Only ·game for.the:M:usketeers. The shot· 
five of the 65 games have been de- was made possible, however, by a 
cided by more than 20points; In~ controversial call giving ;xu the 
c!Uded in the series' history have possession. . 
bee11 numerous buzzer~beater.s and Ii1 1994, th~ most pubiicized and 
heroic last second moments.· . widely known non~basketball event 
In 1968, Xavier was.victorious·· of the Shootout's history occurred 
when Cincinnati coach Bob 
· Huggins snubbed XU coach Pete 
GiHen at the typical P?St-ga:me · 
. handshake: Xavier won the game 
.. 82-76 in overtime and the entire in-· . 
" cident between· the opposing 
coaches.was caught on-tape: · 
Although the above-mentioned ·.· 
historical moments have all had a 
' profound effect on. the xmuc ri;_ 
' \ valry, •.the history surrounding the ' ' 
Shootout - its intensity, impor- ·· ·· 
·tance and the pressure that is ~...,.,. 
present --'- can be summar)zed, ' 
through a re-'examination of one of · ·· 
the series'classic ga.mes. The rec- .·· 
ollectibn can even be taken one step 
further. and. the intensity. of the 
· . Shootout can be summed up 
through reliving the series, most in-
ti:iguing inoment --'- the shot.. ·: 
In terms of the Shootout's his-·''It's more. than .just another 
game," said Brown. "For those who 
live here, it is what they live for." 
One of the most distinguishing 
factors contributing to the 
Shootout's uhiqueness is its history. 
There have been many Shootouts 
in the past that have played signifi-
. cant parts in both schools' histories 
overthepast 71 years. 
tory, it is simply referred to as "the . 
shot." With 6.7 seconds remaining 
in the J996-97 Crosstown . Xavier guard Le.nny Brown shoots over th~ Cin~jnnati_ defense in the 199~- · 
'.Shootout, Xavier had possession of , 97 .Crosstown Shootout. Brown would go on tci hit"the _shot" at the _ . 
.the ball in a game tied at 69, · buzzer as the Musketeers defeated the then-No~ 1 '13earcats. 
· . · . . · . .. · , . . . · · .· · . FILE PHOTO . 
Senior guard Gary lumpkin·(right) handles theball against 
Cincinnati in. the· 1996-97 Crosstown Shootollt. ·.Dating back tQ the first m~eting. 
The Musketeers put.the· ball in 
the hands of then-sophomore 
Lenny Brown. Brown took a few · 
dribbles, drove past UC's Darnell 
Burton, pulled up and hit a 15~foot 
jumper to give XU a stunning 7i-
69 victory over then~No. l Cincin- · 
nati. As Brown arid liis teammates 
sprinted in celebration to thefar end 
Shootout. poses, another missionfor.1V1uskies 
. BY DAN BUTLER · · · if we played together we had a· leader for the past two or ~hree pressive all around game with 18 Sch1!1idt. .. · ...... . ·.·.: , ', · 
Sports Writer . .. . stretch where we knew where· we . years.· He is (>ur emotional barom~ . points,_ five assists and no turnovers. . ·Mission accomplished'. Yet the 
That fateful date ha·s arrived for · could be successful and the guys eter. When he isemotional, Xavier · Fordhani was tile next victim of road does not get any easier. The 
one ofthe premier rivaliies in all of bought into it;'' said XU assistant is emotional," Schmidt said. the Musketee~ steamrol~~r. · In an- fifth-ranked Bearcats (18-1) have 
college basketball. Back on Dec. 9 coach, Mark Schmidt. . . XU,tben prciceededto grab two other 20-point victory, Brown tied · spent.much of the season in the top . 
after a disappointing loss at Toledo,• Those next three games, against. .victories on the ro~d at.the· hands .. his car~er-highwith 3Lpoints. . · five.in t~epolls'.. . _ . 
the thought of the $hootout seemed Canisus, Loyola Marymount and ()f Virginfa Tech arid Duquesne. · · · - The scoring prowess.of seniors Rhode Island coach Jim Barrick, 
to be Mission Impossible for, the st. Mary's (Cali(.) proved to be the· ·. On Jan; 12, a major piece of the . Brown and James Posey dominated whose Rams lost to UC, 70-53, 
Musketeers, but much has changed . turning point for Xavier. The team · team's puzzle came into place. The iJ1 a 93~69 demoli.tioq of Virginia feels UC is everybit as good. as 
since th_en. , · began to·gel as the players accepted NCAA Clearinghouse dedared ·Tech. Combineq, they had forty- numberone Connecticut 
After the Toledo game, the XU ·their roles and better understood fr~sh~an Aaro~ Turner eligible af- four points. Posey was one assist· Other notable victims include.· 
coaches were presented with a mis- them. · terhe retaking theACT._ In the win away from a tripie~double. UNLV, Minnesota, and; of.course 
sion they chose to accept. Take the ''The team was in a good frame '~ver'St.Bonaventure,T~mer scored Xavier has undergone a com- . Duke; all ofwhichwere Won on the 
Musketeers ·at s~4. who on paper · of mind. We spent five days on the two points, grabbed four rebounds, · plete transforma.tioi:i, With the te- ro~d.. However, UC.has .been '1ess · 
have the potential to deserve their road; the team miity was getting tbok a charge and btockedone shot. . nacio~sdeferise, playersacceµted : than impres~ive ~g~instn~yton and 
. high preseason rankings,:and mold . stronger. We started playing better "Aaron i.s a.smart player. He 'is .·new. roles andshar~~ in the scar- Southern Mississ_ippi~ a.nd even lost 
them into~ team that could contend . defense, and better team basket~ very athletic and hard~nosed. He ing. In the last five games, oppoc · a controversial game tq:UNC-Char- · 
. with the No. 5 team in the co~n~~y baff,'•. saidSchmidt . typifies.the Xavier. player. He adds nentsJtavebeen held to 's6.8 points . latte. . . -- . ·.. . 
in Cincinnati. ·. This· was.ess.entlal· considering depth to this team, which is needed per game. . . . . ·., XU accomplished :its. mission_ 
. After Toledo,·· the Musketeers . next on .Xavier's i:ilate. was. ~hode t0 compete iri the Atlantic 10," said · "We have smart. kids .. They want and ent~rs the Sh~e presenting tlie 
. appearedtobeattheirdarkesthour. Island:Xavierwoninadosegame Schmidt. .. '" " . . . to win; arid are.willing to give up Bearcats with a mission. Is UC 
. "In this profession, losing is dev- . thanks·· in part. to senior Lenny . In Xavier's 20~p0int rout over individual stardom .in order to ac- . ready? .. What is.certain is thiS is one . 
astating; Looking t~ri games down Brown, who had a· career high 31 the Colonials, Gary Lumpkin Wl!S coinplish that: Th~ senior~ took too ' missionneitherte~m wili,abortun~ 
the road and saying we. would be ·· points. . relaxed offerisiveiy·andaggressive . rnuch upqn themselves and ittakes . ti! the finalbuzzer'. 
. · 15-4, I'd be lying to ycn1;.' We knew-· "Really (Brown)· has.·been a . defensive~)'. •Lumpkin had an im- .. more than thfeeseniors.fowin,"said 
of the floor, the Bearcats stciod in 
moti~~less disbelief. · . 
''I don't even think about it any:.. 
more," said ,Brown .. ''That shot isn't 
Toughes1 
Musketeers look 
. BY MATT MADCiES . •. ' 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Combine the Cro.sstown 
. Shootout, one qf the nation's most 
. · intense, pfessurized and publicize~· 
games, with an Atlantic .10 show-· 
down-at Dayton and whatdo you 
get - theXayier men ;s 0asketb~B. 
·team's toughest 40.hoursever. 
"I don't think there is any ques-
tion," said coa.ch Skip Prosser when . 
asked if this was Xavier's hardest. 
· weekend ever. "I dan'tremember 
a tougher 'one:'' .: .· ' ' ' ,. ' ' ' 
On Tltursciifr, th~ men face CiQ-
cinnati in the CrosstownShootqut 
at 9:30 p.m. on ESPN as part of 
·"Rivalry Week." NC> matter th.e out-
come of this game,i:he Muskete~rs · . 
will be forced •to.turn around iess' 
' than 4o hours -'lath for anbther 
ESPN ~'Rivalry Wdek;; game at: 
Dayton. . . , _ ·. . . 
()(course th~ talk .aroundfu.e city· 
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. . goirig to mean anything when we ever; 2{:U has rebounded well from maining in the first half. Obi Harris. and freshman forward 
.· ·.go' in there Thursday." · its early season struggles and· en- · Xavier continued its domination Kevin Frey. Freshmen Lloyd Price 
. . · ..This game and· this moment tersThursday's game on a 10-game of the game in the second half. Cin- and Aaron Turner also remain un.-
~ho~ just how intense the rivalry is. winni~g streak. . . cinnati got no closer than. nine aware .. as to the magnitude of the 
,Whefi;fr comes· to the Shootout, '.'I think that definitely the im- point~ iii the second-half. Brpwn game. . 
·records.have no meaning and the provement .has been made," said and Lumpkin: led the Musketeers "The older guys will tell the 
·on-paper, 11uinbers and match ups senior Gary Lumpkin. "We are a with 23 points each. younger guys what to exp.ect, but it 
can be tossed out the window. The much beiterte'am than we were 10. La.st .year's victory; combined . won't make a difference," said 
· ··· players have an underlying dislike games ago an~ we are improving with the classic' victory by XU the coach. Skip Prosser. "They' won't 
· 'for their opponent and the fans have· every day." . . year before in the Shoemaker Cenc , believe it until th<:<y get hi tin the 
. an outright hatred toward their in- In addition, to entering the. ter, has the team looking to w.in face with it." · 
· tra~City adversaries~ The game truly Shootout with a 10-game winning ·. three in a row against the Bearcats Cincinnati also has its share of 
.\ is ·a rivalry ttiat knows no bounds strdak, the Musketeers also will· for the first time since winning three ·· those who are inexperienced when 
• .. and lacks nothing in excitement. ·. look to keep a .two~game winning consecutive games from 1984~86. it comes to the Shootout. Juniors 
. ... As .both teams ~repare for the streak alive against Cincinnati. One of the key factors in this Pete Mickeal and Alvin Mitchell 
·• 1998~99 edition ofthe Sho0tout, the , . Last se&son, Xavier recorded a . year's Crosstown Shootout will be · along with freshmen Eugerie Land ... 
; circumstances .surrounding the convincing 88~68 victory, over the how the new guys, those' who have - and Steve Logan will all be experi-
game ar¢ aittoo familiar to the clas- .· Bearcats· on Dec. lJ, The Muske- not experienced the citis~hysteria, encing the mostintense game' in the 
-si~ game and moment of two years . teers broke the game open midway ·will handle the atmosphere, inten- nation for the first'time. · 
· (lgo. Jn the1996-97 Shootout, Cin- . ·through the fii-st half and never sity and pressure of the game. The B~arcats' newcomers 
··· · cinriati' entered the game as;the No; looked ·back. XU went on :a 20"1 Half of Xavier's eight 11).anrota- should be quicker to adapt to the · 
, : j t6am fothe country and many re~ run over a 4:17 stretch ;ind turned'a tion have never experienced ·a · intensity of the game: however, with ' 
marked that Xavier should noteven. · 23-21 I_ead i,nto a 43~22 blowout Shootout before. Jricluded in. this . it taking place in the s'hoemaker 
show up.for the contest. The Mus- 'with just urioer. four m'inutes re- ·.mix are.two starters: junior center Center. UC ,is 135-19 at tlie Shoe-
. keteers failed to listen to the skep- • · · · · · · maker Center, which opened ·in the · 
tics, however; ai:id the rest 'of that 1989-90 season. . . 
· Nov. 26, 1996 evening is history. · UC also holds.the nation's fifth · 
Cincinnati enters this year's ri~ . longest home winning streak at 27 
· : valry as the No. 5 ranked· te.am in - games wit_h its last loss coming 
. the natiori'with an 18-1 overal1 againstAdzona State, 87-79, on 
record; The B.earcats are coming · · Nov. 21, 1997. Xavier is 1~3 ver: 
·off an unimpressive:55-44 victory sus UC at the Shoe with the victory 
·over Saint Louis on 'Saturday and ··comip_g in theclassic.gametwo sea-
, have by no mearis been playing sons ago. 
'· their best basketball of the season·. When it comes right down to it, 
over the ~ast two weeks.·.. some may say that this year's meet-
! "W.e are not as good as ·some· ing looks like a bl<;>wouton paper, 
people think' that w¢ are," saidCin~ but so did the game two years ago. 
· cfonati coach Bob Huggins. · The game will be .a true test and a 
. ~The Bearcats. have had many, game of unsuri)assed intensity .. 
. · ]mpressi~e and ~ominating wins; U<::'. needs a win- to stop XU's 
throughout· the season,. however, winning streak. The Musketeers 
· including a victory o·ver No. 2 will h.ave to overcome. the game's 
, ranked Duke, Louisville and Rh
0
od~ . inequalities that appear on paper 
Island. · and beat the best team they will play. 
· With these impressiye Be~frcat · · a·ll season i!l front of a frantic 
·· victories and the dominating .style crowd: 
of basketball they play, many have "College is ~bout tests and put-
remarked once again that Xavi,er ·ting students into the crucible and ·Xavier guard Lenny Brown shoots over th~ Cincinnati def~nse in 'the 1996- · 
· 97 Crosstown Shootout. Brown would go on.to.hit "th~. shot" at the · '. ... SQCmld not even show up for the find.ing out about them," -said 
game. . Prosser. "You won't face a tougher buzzer as the Musketeers defeated the then-No. 1 ·Bearcats. · · 
jumper to giveXU a stunning 7i-
69 victory over then~No. 1 Cincin- · 
nati. As Browri arid his teammates 
·sprinted in celebration.to the far end 
Muskies . .· . . - . -·· 
Schmidt. 
Mission ac~omplished'. .Yet the . 
road does not get any easier. The 
fifth-~anked Bearcats (18-1) have 
.spent much of the season in the top 
five.in the polls'. . · .... 
Rhodelsland coach Jim Barrick, 
whose Rams .lost to UC, .70-53, 
feels UC is everybit as good.as 
number one Connecticut; 
Otl1er .notable victims include.· 
UNLV,.Minnesota, and; of.course 
Duke; all of which were won on the 
ro~d·. Howeyer, uc:·has been °less. 
than impressive·~gainstDayton and 
Southern Mississ_ippi, and even lost 
a controversial game tc>.UNC-Ctiar-
lotte. -· · · 
XU accomplished .its mission_ 
and ent~rs th.e Shqe presenting the 
Bearcats with a mission . . : Is· UC 
ready?. What is certain is thiS is one . 
mission neitherte~m will.abort un~ 
ti! th~ flnalbuzzer. · . . . 
of the floor, the Bearcats stci~d in 
If the Sh~tout would have taken crucible than over.there. Their 
moti~~less disbelief. · . 
place 10 games ago, the Musketeers·. 
.could have. most likely taken this 
advice, as the team had struggled 
to a disappointing 5-4 record. flow-
players, their coach and theiT crowd 
. mE PHOTO . · challenges you, and that's a good 
Cincinnati coach Bob Huggins (left) and Xavier coach Skip thing because that's. what goi_ng to "I don't even think about it any-
more," ~~id Brown .. "That shot isn't Prosser shake hands after the 1995-96 Crosstown Shootout. . college is all about." 
.Toughest Week •ever a~aits .·Muskies 
Musketeers look to extend various winning streaks over ne~ttwo J?_ames_· 
. BY NiATT MADGES . . A:gamst A-10 and intrastate n-
Assistant Sports Editor ·.val Day.ton,· the.circumstances and 
Combine the Cro.sstown .recent history are at the extreme 
·Shootout, one of the nation's most opposit~ of the spectrum. Since 
. intense, pressurized and publidzed joining the A-10 for the 1995-96 
games, with an Atlantic .10 show~ . season and renewing the h.ome-and-
down· at Dayton and .what .do you home schedule every .. season, 
get- theXavier.men's basketball . Xavier is 0-3. in games at Dayton. 
team's toughest 40 hours ev~r. · ·· James Posey · Each of the past three years the. 
"I don't think there is any ques- KEY STAT: Wit · Musketeers have entered the con-
tion,'' said coach Skip Prossei"\\rhen : Lenny Bro . .· ference .shoyvdown at Dayton as a 
asked if this was Xavier's hardest career-hi·, hea:vyfavorite, but have.returned to 
· weekend ever. "I• can't remember C_incirinati each of those years with 
a tougher 'one:". • .· . . . . .. · a disappointing loss. 
On Thursciity, th~ inen face Cin- ·Although Dayton has been 
cinnati iri the CrosstownShootQut has be~n exclusively on Thursday.'$ Included jn these two games was · struggling this season, the Flyers 
at 9:30 p.m. on ESPN as part of ShoQtout,but looking at recent his~ th'e 1996-97 :.tJ1rillenvhen Lenny can he~er be counted out at ~he UD . 
"Rivalry Week.". No matter the out- 'tory, the matchup. with Dayton Brown hit ~jumper as ti~~ expired arena. 
come of this galile, the Musketeers could be the tougher challenge for . ;,to lift XU to the 7.1 "69. victory. Add Xa~iet will er:iter the game at .7-
. will be forced 'to•t~rn around, .iess . the Musketeers; . • . . .. . .to this last season's blowout of the · 0 in the A-10 and atop the West 
than 4o hours .:.later for another . Although it will have ;n.o b¢ar~ Bearcats and XU wi1I look to ex- Division standings .. The Muske-
ESPN ~·Rivalry. Wdek;; gani~ at: : ing on this year's game, Xavier has ··.tend its Shootout win~i~g streak to .. teers wiil 6nce again· be the. heavy 
Dayton. , . - ·. had a great deal of success against three ·on Thursday against the No. favorite, but who knows what will 
()fcourse th~ talk around th,e city . . tlie Bearcats·over· the l.ast two years. · 5 ranked team in the country. ·· happen. , 
NO TIE REQUIRED . 
So why does UC ~oachBob 
Huggins .not wear a tie? 
Huggins was ·asked that very 
question Monday night at .the 
Crosstown Shootout party. His 
. answer: "Last time I wore a tie 
we got· our ass kicked by 20 -
at Xavier. I haven't worn one 
since and I .am· n~t going fo." 
PLAYER OF.THE WEEK · 
... Sen~or Lenny Bro\\in was 
. named the Atlantic 10 Co~ 
. ~layer of the Week .. Brown 
averaged 22·points a game . 
over threeXavie~.victories:: 
He shot 65 percent from the 
. field in9ludl.ng 47.1 percent . 
from three-point land. 
B·RlE·FS 
:>Matt Barber,· Editor ·. · 
· >Sports Desk: 745-2878 
:>SPORTS@xavier.xu.edu 
Dukes, Vikes top XU . 
· · TheMuskiefish made the drive 
up 1;71 to Cleveland this· past' 
weekend to tak~ on the Cleveland 
·State .Vikings and Duquesne 
Dukes. 
The women fell 139-86 ~o CSU 
and 156-86 against DU. The men 
fell to the Vikings 170-6.6 and to 
the Dukes 130-98. Both CSU 
teams defeated Duquesne. 
Top finishers for the Xavier 
womenwerejunior Jan Feichtner, 
sophomore Rachel Reilly, fresh-
man Kelly Wilson. and junior 
Nancy McDonald. 
. Feichtner finished first among 
all competitors in the l,OOO~meter 
freestyle with a time of 10:47.42 
and in ·the 500-meter freestyle in 
5:17.11. Reiliy wasfirstiri the50-
meter freestyle in .25.61 and sec-
ond in the 100-met~r freestyle in 
55.77. 
Wilson finished first in the 
400-meter individual medley with 
a time of4:44.54, and McDonald 
was second -in th.e 100-meter 
brea~tstroke in 1: 12~74. 
The top swimm~rs for Xavier 
in the men's races werefreshman 
Geoff Brown, sopf1omore Louis 
Dissell, ji.micir Scott Cain, fresh-
man Michael Bloomfield and jun-
ior Andy Nixon .. 
In the 200-nieter freestyle 
Brown (1:47.81) finished first 
among all competitors and Cain 
(1:47.83) finished second i~ one 
of the closest races of the d~. 
Dissel finished first in the 200-
meter breaststroke in 1 :00.69, and 
Bloomfield (l0:29.65)and Nixon · 
(10:35.90) finished second and · 
third respectively in the 1,000-
meter freestyle race. 
· Next up for the swirlimers is a 
meet against Indiana-Purdue and 
Northern Iowa in Indianapolis on 
Saturd~y and Sunday. 
Basketball Goodies · 
The first 100 students to Fri; · 
day night's woms:n's basketball 
game against undefeated and 11th 
ranked Virginia Tech will get floor 
seats and free pizza and pop. The 
first 500 fans will get a travel mug · 
from Donatos and. a regulation 
·. size Xavier basKetball from 
Ameristop. ·In addition, 30 Me-
dia Play gift certificates will 'be 
given out duringthe game. Game 
time is 7 p.m. in historic Schmidt 
Memorial Fieldhouse. 
On Sunday at 2 p.m., the XU 
women take on Duques.ne: in 
Schmidt Fieldhouse and the first 
500 fans will be given a CD ROM 
gaine courtesy of Coca-Cola~. 
Got cable?·. 
The Xavier men's basketball 
team will have both ~f its gaines 
broadcast on ESPN this week as 
part of "Rivalry Week.". Tip~off 
for the Crosstown Shootout is ~t 
9:30 p.m. on Thursday and the 
Dayton game begins at noon dn 
Saturday~ . · ' .· 
. 'Channel 9 will aira special pre~ . 
game show' for the Shootout on • 
·Thursday frorri7:30-8 p.lli. ':. · ' 
-Matt Barber 
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Xavier; Temple remain 111~:!>\CU..i~Jl~d . 
.~ . . I. , . . •. .. . • , • , • " -
BY JOE ANGOLIA . sachusetts, Rasheed . 
· Sports Writer ST A N D I N Ci S _· · . Brokeriborough had· 
· The two top guns in theAtlantic 15 point&, and Quincy 
lOconferencekeptuptheirwinniilg · EAST -. · . . A"'.10 Qverall Wadley •. added·· 10 ; 
• ways this past week, as both Temple 1.Temple '770 ... 1.3-6 points and five assists.;•; 
and Xavier continued ·their unde- · 2. UN!ass · 4-2 ~~9 · . Though neither 
· feated conference play. Xavier. 3. Rhode Island 3-3 10-9 ·. · player is a point guard, , 
bumped its win streak up to 10 . 4, St. Joseph's.. 3-4 9- lO the two managed to 
5. St. Bonaventure 2-5 8-11 
games while Tempidmproved its 6. Fordham· 1 _6 . .7_9 . . play" all 4Q minutes '. 
streak to seven. · · . without committil1g a .. 
Leading the way for the Muske- ·WEST . · A-10·.ov~rall t.urnover. Over. the two· 
1. Xavier 1~0 15:.4 · 
teer.s was senior shooting guard 2. G. Washi~gtoii 5_ 1 11 _5 T~m\'le wins last .. 
Lenny Brown who earned the Co- 3 . La Salle 4_3 8_9 week, Wadley aver-· 
Play(!rof the Week award after av~ . 4. Dayton 3-4 8-9 aged 16.5 points per .. 
eraging 22 points per game over 5~ Virginia Tech 1-6 6-1 o contest. 
three Xavier wins.:- 6. Duquesne . · 0~6 4-12. Mark Karcher con-• 
Brown went 26-of-40 from the through Jan. 25 tinued his solid. play . 
.. field for tlie week including 8-of- for the Owls this past 
. 17 from three~poin_t range. Brown 10 rebounds, fqur assists and two week. Karcher came · 
tied his career high with 31 points blocks per game over the week in- up with 21 points in 
against Fordham, and then put up eluding a 23 point, 11 rebound ef~ · the win. over UMass, 
22 points against.VirginiaTech. He f9rt against La .Salle on Jan. ii. and 14. points artd 
leads the Musketeers with a 16.9 . Odom finished the week .with 1.6 eight rebounds in a . 
point~ per game average. points and nine boards in an 81~74 ·win. at Duquesne. 
Sharing the award with Brown loss to GW on Jan; 23. Though UMass. . . PHOfO COURJESY OF LA SA~LE SP()RTS INFO~~Tl?N 
La Salle's Donnie Can.was A.:.10 <:o-Player : 
of the Week. . . · · : .• ·. · · - · ~::·, · -. 
was La Salle junior guard-Donnie Carr wasn't the only Explorer eventually 'lost' to 
Carr.- Carr netted 28 points and a putting up big numbers this week. Temple, Monty Mack 
career-high 11 assists in a: double VictorThomas averaged 19.5 putupagame7high27 
overtim'e win (98~95) against St. points imd six rebounds per game, . 'points and also pulled down. nine. percent of.his shots over -the last'. 
Joseph's on Jan. 23.,Carr aveniged including a22 poirit. performance · rebounds in the losing effort. · seven games. ..:_ :.:· ; " . · · 
20.5 points and seven a&sists for the · in the win over St._Joe's.. . •. . .·.· .Xavier: senior forward James Fordh~ril-r~corded·its first A~"IO 
week; ·which ericompass.ed two Ex- Virginia Tech 's Rolait Roberts '. Posey came up big against Virginia win of the)iear in a 69~61 win civer 
pIOrers' games. He is averaging a came through· with a 23 poirit; 10 .' .Tech in scoring 22 points, grabbing . . St.. Boriave~ture .. Leading the. way 
teani~high 18. l .points per game . rebound. perfor·mance .. do.uble~: 13 rebqunds, a career-high nine as-.- for the Rains was Bevon'Robiil with 
(2nd in theA-iO)"arid4.8assists per. double in the Hokie.'s 73-64: over.:: . sists; and seven steals'. . . . 21 points arid JasqriHarris withJ7. . 
game (4th iq the A-10). ···.time. \vin o~e~ Dayton ... ·. ·· .··· · Posey isn't the.only reason the . Dayton ceriter-MarkAshmari is· 
For the sixth tii:ne thi,s year, URI Replacing Tempie starting point Musketeers have won· 10 in a row. averaging 15.8 points overall onJhe 
· sophomore Lamar~Odoi:n earned. guard Pepe Sanchez is quite a chat~ .. Lenny Brown is continuing to im· season, but 18.1 againstA-10 foes .. 
Rookie of the Week honors for his. lenge for any player, but the 'two• ,:prove his shooting each week. Af- His b~st g~metO date canie on Jan~ 
efforts ovet two Rhode Island con~ back-up guards came through for, ter 'starting the yei:ir at 41 percent 1.. 23 wit!) a2?- point effort in the 
tests. Odo!fl av~raged 18.5points; coaclfChaney. In, a win over Mas~. from the field, Brown has hit on 57.· Flyer's 68~59 win~tDucjueshe. · 
Rifle .. ·team. ·fa.i1s sltort l11.·sho~dt1'Wn 
' ' ·'j • .- . • • . . . . • . - ' 
BY AMJAD zAHARA ·. putstaricling 'score of 388. · · . . · · J~ziuk, Jedinak and the consis- . ·we will only :iinpiove as tbe year 
. Sports Writer .· · Not, far behind w~s fr~s~.m·aii. ' tent play of junior Rebecca Brittain, goe~ on," he said: . . .. . .. 
Ii was a showdown betweerit.wo . Danielle Langfield, who had. a.' . as well as a talented freshman class . As far as what the team needs to · . 
of the top rifle teams in the coun- breakout pefformance; finishirlg . liead the, Xavier rifle squad as they work on to solidify. their spot in the . · 
try. Last Saturday, theNo .. ~ ranked second in the aif rifle portion bf the .· push their way and make a ruri'to- . NCAA chalripionships; Juzi~k~aid,' . 
Xavier rifle squad entered . ~he. ·match .by shm:>tfog a solid score of .. wards the NCAA champion~hip.. "We want to ~eak .at the NCAA 
"meat" of their schedule by taking 385. Sophomore Shar,i · Jedinak To qualifY for the NCAA chairi- quaJifier, which means we have to 
on N.o .. 3 ranked Kentucky. . aided the Muskies'. effort as well, . -pionship~ Xavier must finish as one ..• continue tomatch our high level of ' 
· Alth:ough·. Kent~cky edged the as she highlight~d the· final' stat· of the. top eight.teams in the_~oun~ play for.each match, by working o'n .. 
Muskies at the end by ten points, sheet. with ·a 3-positfon score of tj, which.is a goal head coach Alan our endurance, and getting comfort- . 
Xavier had a strong showing, as , 1156 points, plaCillg her second · Joseph has ccinfidenc.e the teani. can able in what we have to do." 
they shot a team seasonchigh in the among ovei:all &hooters in 3 -posi~ reach. . ' . The Musketeers will begin their 
sinallbore portion of the match. tion colllpetition; "Our goal as a teani is to qualify · stretch run toward the NCAAquali~ 
.. Xavier was boosted by theirse~ : "We are definitely on·.the"right for the NCAA Championship; We tier when they hit the r9ad nextSat-
nior leader· arid captain Karen track, and I expect us to get better seerri to be getting "better each·. urday as.they travel to Morgantown 
Juzluk. Juziuk is finishing her Mus- · as the year goes by. I feel that we match, and eac~ one of om matches to take on West Virginia," before re- , 
keteer rifle career in style, with an ·are a cohesive tea~ that works well gets us closer to where w.e .. need to turning home for a crucial)ate ,sea- .· 
outstanding senior year so far; · . together, and thefact that everyone be~ and· geared 1:1P tO\y;trd. the ·.son showdown with Ohio. State.-The 
She led the team with a final has steppecl ~p and t~ken it upon NCAA qualifier," said Joseph.· · ·· match against the Buckeyes will 
score of 1155; arid wa~ first among themselves io train' hard makes us · ." Ifwe continue to improve we'll take.place on s·aturday; Fep; 6 at th~ 
all competitors in the air .rifle ag- a definite contender for the NCAA," be there at the end. The kids have · Armory, wh~re ,first .shots will be 
gregat_e part of the. match with an Juziuk said. ' . done, a great job .so far, and I feel fired at high noon·. ·· · 
_Jl ... .... ·OnTalJ . •
• 
. · . . - : 
.·.~ 
ThursdaY, Jan. 28 · 
•Men's basketball at 
Cincinnati at 9:30 p.m . ." 
Friday, ·Jan. 29 
•Women~s basketball vs. 
Virginia Tech at 7 P·~· 
Saturday, Jan. :JO · 
· •Men's basketball at Dayton 
at no9n · · ··' .· ·. · · · ·. · · 
' . . ,, -
· •Rifle.at.West Virginia at 8. 
~.m.. . : , 
-•Swimming vs.· l.U.P.U.I. and. 
Northern Iowa at l.U.P.U.1. at 
5 p.ni. . . 
- ' . '·'·'· 
Sunday, Jan. :J 1 
·· •Women~s basketball vs. 
. Duquesne at 2 P·~· · .. 
•Swimmingvs. l.U.P.U.I. an~ ·. 
Northern Iowa aHU.P.u.1.· at -
. 10a.m; · .•. 
Hof11e games are in bold. 
•Home womeri's b~sketb'1i1. . 
games ar.e held at Schmidt · · 
· FleldhQuse; ., ·•: ·· ·.· 
~ • ! .·'.+ .'·· 
··•' 
· ME~'S.BASm'eALL-VS~ • wdMEN'S .BASKETBALL. 
dNciNNAil · : · . •vs; .V1RG1N1AtEcH' 
. 9:30 p.m.' ih~r~day atth~ 7 P.~m. Fridpy~tSch~idt · l. 
~hf!emaker C,eTJter . • . f/eldhouse · 
t~e Skylin~ C~il_i Crosstown One team remains uflde-" 
.Shootout will be t~levised nation~ .. ·· feateci in all of Pivisipn I . 
wide thi~ year as part of ES~N's :women's basket{?all: the No .. V.. 
"Rivalry Week." Xavier is look~· Virginia -~~ch,:Hokies .. L~st 
ing for its third consecutive vie-. : .year Xu beat Tech .both times 
· tory . ~gainst .the ,hate.cl· Bearcats, · · the teams met, so· Tech will ; •. 
bunhej\'.)b>von'(~~:e11syas Cin~ ·. ,have a chip:o,n'its' ~h,oulder~ 
. cinnati enters the game.as th~No; . Xavier wants to beOihe first . I 
5 team in the nation and wanting team to take oiitthe Hokies, ~o 
revenge forth~ir.J:>a~t tw~ .. i~ss~s. this will b~ a h~tti~~ ·. . . . . 
·r·; 
'.I,• 
THE XAYI.ER NEWSWIRE SPORTS 
·· &~;vegge is•·.s}fee(forlVl9s).{et~ei:s· 
·:xavie_r:a~.elJ,ge/ilastseason's A-10 Tourney /qss io' UMass 
/ ... ~ . .. . . . .. 
BYMATT BARBER· . three pdin~er to give the lead_back 
Sports Editor . . to XU . 
. Xavier's trip-through theAtl~n-: The :first half ended with both 
tic lOTourniunentended.with~aloss , teams trading baskets, thelastone · 
to'.uMass last season in Mass~ch~~ .: by,Tuukka:nen to give Xavier a 27-
setts. On Sunday, however, it.was 26 advantage and a bit of moine,!n-
the Musketeers who were cetebrat~· .· tuni heading iii.to the le>cker room:. 
ing while th~ 'Minute\\lomeri' pon~ · · Str~rigel); enough, no shooting 
d'ered the e,!1d 0.f their five-game . fouls were called in the first half as 
winning streak .... ' . . - '•theJeamsplayed mostly clean bas-
Coining into the game on Sl1n~ ketbalL · · · · • . · 
day afternoon/ Xavier.'s record .: , Tuukkanen nad an entire .game .·· 
stood at 14-3 overall, and,5-2 in the .iri.ot:1e. half:' Her· line r~ad: 7~10 ··· .· 
A tlantie 10 Co~fer~nbe.· ()I] Priday, . shootirig, six rebounds (five off en~ . 
they had beate~ ,Rh.ode}~land, ar~ · sive); l4 points; an as~istandit steal . 
guably the. worst.team in the league, . :·: in· 2o. mii,iutes of play in. just her . 
69-57 in a slbppily pfay~d game by · ·· third start this season.· 
both tearris .. Looking for 'revenge, · Massachus~tts scored the open-
and to keep their latest win streak · ing basket or' the ~econd half to re" , 
going,-the Musketeers went t~ their . take the lead, when Kremer again 
inside game, featuring sophomore . answered with a three, giving the 
center Jen Phillips and sophomore . · Musketeers a 30-28 lead. ·, 
forward Taru Tuukkanen, in ari at-
tempt . to ·bring .down . the 
Minutewomen,, 
The first half scoririg started 
s~owly in .Schmidt Fieldhouse,, as 
both teams missed shots and turned 
the ball over .. :Xavier had a ~lim 6" 
· · · Two more baskets by UMass 
·tied thegame·and then gave them a. 
. two-point lead before Xavier struck . NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DON RALEIGH 
from . long--range , ' again. Junior guard Kim Hotz dives for a loose ball in Friday's game 
Levanduskfs three sparked an 11- against Rhode Island. · Xl}'s most versatil~ player, she has recently 
pqint run for XU; from. which, made the switch to the S!'llall forward positiOn from the power. 
UM ass· woo.Id· not recover. ·The forWard spot. She made. the switch ·when ·sophomore foreward 
A lead when UMass went on a nine.- Minutewomen cain~ as close as 43- Taru Tuukkanen was added to the starting line-up; 
point run to grab a 13~6 lead. A 42, buti;iever regained the lead. ' · · · · · · · 
three~poi'nter by. Nic6te . The I I-point run was mostly. undersized Minutewomen: Xavier Xayier'.s uninspired play.· 
L~vandusky, the first of four for the · J'..evandusky's work:. It·feati.ired two' out-rebounded Massachusetts I9- As well as struggling through the 
sophomore guard, cut.the lead threepoiritersandathree-pointplay I2irithesecondhalf,and36727for season to this point, Rhode Island 
down to fqur points, but UMass that started with Leyandusky .slap- . the game. had a coaching change to ·contend 
came back with two quick baskets . pirig away a UMass pass, grabbing Tuukkanen .led all scorers and with as welJ. Assistant coach Dayna 
to make the score I7-9. · the ball and bringing it.down court. . rebounders with her 2I-point, i2- Smith· was acting as head coach 
Then Tuukkanen went wild.. for a·tay-up during whic!f she was rebound performance. Levandusky since Linda Ziemke was relieved of 
Grabbing offerisive rebounds; put- fouled~ The converted foul. shot finished with 15 points and Kremer . her coaching duties for~ the week-
ting the ball in and. rfiaking short completed the piay. Tuukkal1el1 ·.·was close'behind witfi 13.. end pending further·review. The 
· jumpers, she scored eight unan- . added a basket to the run for good Kreiner also played all 40 min- URI athletic department was not . 
sw'ered points totiethegame-at 17- measure; · , .. utes of the game; which is not ol1t ·.happy with the direction the. pro- . 
all. A Minuteworrian pasket to re~ The rest of the second half of the ordinary for her, but gram was heading . 
. take the lead waflmswered by se- ·· UMass struggled to score as Xavier Tuukkanen played for almost the The first few minutes were · 
nior point guard Nikki Kremer's · dominated the 1Joards against the, entire game, sitting out only the last strewn with turnovers before Xavier 
'+\ 
HIGHPOJNf. 
Jen Phillips · 
HIGH REBOUND 







few secc)rids of regulation. · Being could get its offense on track. The 
on the court for just under 40 min~ ·Musketeers were down 9-4 early in 
utes was quite a change for th~ game when they began to click. 
Tuukkanen, who entered the con~ . After a Tuukkarien freethrow broke 
test ·averaging 14.2 minutes per· a I4~all tie, the Musketee~s never 
game. lostthe lead. At halftime, XU held 
The win ran Xavier's. record to a nine-point advantage over Rhode 
. 15-3 (6-2) while dropping the Island, 33-24. 
Minutewomen to 10-11 (5~3). The second half was all Xavier, 
On· Friday evening, Rhode Is-· as ·the Musketeers stretched their 
land was the opponent at Schmidt lead to as many as 22 points. The 
' Fieldhouse, bringing a 4~12 record . wholesale substitutions by Xavier 
· · with them that featured. no confer- head coach Melanie Balcomb be-
ence wins and n.o victories on an 
opponent's floor:· The Rams; luck · 
did not change in this gaine despi~e . 
gan soon after, and Rhode Island 
was: able to.whittle:the lead down, 
to I2points by the~nd of the game; 
· ..- W 0 M E N.' S B"A S K E T BAL t : . A R 'O U N D . T H' E A:- 1 O ::_; . 
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STILL SMOKIN' 
Xavier, at 15-3 (.833) overall 
and 6~2 p50) in the Atlantic 10; 
is offto its best start in team his" 
tory. In the 27 years XU has 
>fielded a women's basketball 
. team, only three squads have fin-
ished with a winning percentage 
at .700 or above. . . 
OOUBLE PUNCH 
When sophomore center Jeri 
·Phillips and sophrmore guard 
NicoleLev:andusky both score in 
double-digits; Xavier is 13-0. 
There have. be~n just six out of 
I8 games this. season in which 
.they have not boih scored in 
·double-digits. XU lost three of 
those six games . 
. I 
Four Musketeers, scored in 
doubt~ figures: Phillips (20), jun-
-ior forward Kim Hotz (13), 
Levandusky (11) and Kremer (10) .. 
Tuukkanen and Phillips were the 
leaders on the boards for Xavier 
· with seven rebounds each. 
This week~nd, Xavier ~vi.II face· 
its toughest challenge to date, I I th 
ranked, Virginia Tee~. Lasnear's. 
A-10 champions, the Hokies are the 
only undefeated team· left in Divi-
sion I. Although I8-0. thi~ year, 
Tech lost both times when they · 
playedXU last season arid this will 
be the first contest ofthe year be-
tween these two teanis. 
· How popular is the women's 
basketball -foam at V!rginia: Tech? 
They are on pace to outdraw the Vir- · 
ginla Tech men in Blacksburg, Va. 
this season. The game is'at 7 p.ln; 
i~ Schmidt Fieldhouse an.d :there 
will be numerous giveaways arid 
drawings for fans in attendance 
(brief on pg. 10). 
Sunday afternoon, XU will face . 
Duquesne, who they defeated hand-
ily earlier this season. The game' 
will begin at 2 p.m. in
1 
Schmidt 
. Fieldhouse. After this weekend, 
Xavier must face its toughest week_ 
of the season, traveling to-Virginia 
Tech, perennial ·power George 
Washington arrcl crossto~n .rival 
Cincinnati, all in five days .. 
: . The next two· weeks will make 
or break the 1998-99 basketball 
season for the Xavier women. 
. ·WesfDivisiorileadillg V~~·Tech only undefeated· 
. . . . . . 5 TAN D I N GS . points ~lon'g with nine rebounds l~;d the Hok.ie~ to victory. . 
BY JOE ANCiOLIA. and two blocks in.a 59~57 victory Though they eventually dropped 
Sports_ Writer EAST A-10 Overall · WEST A.:.10.0veiall over Fordham. She also scored 10 · the game 59-57 to Temple, 
-And then ~here W!ls one. With the 1. St.Joseph's 6-2· 11;· 1 · . l. Virginia Tech . 8-0 . ·18-0 points in a 80-66 loss to Duquesne Fordham senior, Chandra Lambert 
top two teams matching up against 2. UMass 5-3 · 10-n •2. Xavier · 6-2 1 S-3 in just 11 minutes of action. was able to come away with I l re-
one another this past week, one 3. Temple 3-5 7-11 G. Washington 6-2 12-5 Moran posted her fourth double- bounds, including the 400th re-
. thing was for certain: Somebody 4.· Fordham , · 2-7 6-13 .. A. Dayton 4-3 · '8-9 double of the season with a team- . bound of her career. . 
was going home with ahlemish on 5. St.Bonaventure 1-7 .7-11 5. Duquesne - 4-4 11-7 · best 17 points and a game-high 10 Duquesne senior Kelly. 
their Atlantic 10 record. . . 6· Rhode Island .. 0-8 4-l 4 · , 6· La Salle · 3-5 l0-8 · retiouI1Cls in the Hawks'.loss to Vir- Eberhardt needs 96 points to tie-
Unfortunately for St. Joseph's, thtoughian:2s 'ginia Tech. In' the Hawks' lone come the 12th Lady: Duke to join 
they were going l1p against I6-0. game of the week; she nailed ~-of- the I,OOQ poirit club, · 
Virginia Tech; the 13th rankedteam . week went to St. Bonaventure· for-' C()ine just the si,xth player to reach ~ 14 shots from the field. While ·Eberhardt attempts tb 
in the natiori. . ward Hilary Waltman who became I ,000 points against A-10 oppo- The Virginia Tech versus St. r~ach the milestone this week, 
. Thoughthegamewasclose, Vir- the team's ·all"time leading scorer nents. ' . . . . Joseph's game drew the largest UMassSeniorTezKraftbecamethe 
ginia Tech. edged out St. Joseph's,. with a: 22'point performanceagalns,t Rookie of the Week honors were crowd ever at Cassell Coliseum\ tenth Ml~utewoman to accotnplish 
66~56, fo continue the'loii.gestwin~ Duquesne~ . . . . · ·· . '.·' , split_ between Terri pie center Lisa There were 8;373 fans all' hand to . this feat::Kraft reached the l,000 
ning streak'iri _the country:' .The.. Waltrria,h now needs just 109 · Jabowitz'a!!d St. foseph's forward'. see the two division Ie~ders battle 1 point pfateau after a-2I point per-
~okies remahl the only imdefeated p.oints tOreach 2,000-career points, . Susan Moran. . it out. The crowd watcheci'asVir- fonliance versus the Temple Owls 
Division lteam in the nation~. and only:fourpoints to reach I,000 ,i ,,. Jabowitz' managed to come off ginia ·Tech senior Kalie O'Conner Qn ]'an. I6. . ' . . . . 
~ Pl.ayer of-the We~l(hono~s this in conf~rence ~ames. Shewoµld be~ .•. the bench and tally a team-high 17 poured in a game-high 19 points to 
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·Classic Piano-
Ory Shihor, Classic Pianist, 
will perform for the Xavier Clas- ··. 
sic Piano series on Sunday, Jan. 
'31at2:30 p.m.in the University 
- Center Theatre. · 
Shihor came to America at 
the age of 15 to work at the Curtis 
Institute of Music. Shihor was 
· called by New York Newsday, 
"the first important Israeli pianist 
to come along in years.'~ 
Born. in Tel Aviv, Israel, 
Shihor has established himself 
with impressive debuts ·in New 
York, Washington, D.C., Boston, 
Los Angeles and }>ittsburgh. 
In addition, he has won the 
Gina Bachauer Juilliard Scholar-
ship Prize and the 1986 Young 
Concert Artists International 
Competition: 
Shibor is currently studying at 
the University of Southern Cali-
fornia with teacher/pianist John 
Perry .. · 
Tickets to the performance are · 
$15 to $17; .For·more informa-
tion, call 745-3161. 
Festive concerts 
The Cincinnati Symphony Or- · 
chestra will perform with the.· 
May Festival Chorus on Feb. 5-. 
6 at 8 p.m. at Corbett Tower. · 
. The Symphony and ·Chorus 
will perform , two· works: 
Stravinsky's Symphony of J!salins: · 
and Orff'!i Carmina Burana. 
Carmina Burana will also in- . 
elude the Cincinnati ~oychoir 
and . Metropolitan · Qp~ra, stars 
Youngok Shin, :tlichard ·Zeller 
and Richard Clement. 
Professor 'simon Anderson of. 
the University of Cincinnati's 
· College-Conservatory ofMusic 
will lead the Classical Coitversa-
tions one hour prior to the con-
certs at Corbett Tower. 
Following the Feb. 6 perfor-
mance, the Cincinnati Symphony 
Association is hosting . a 
Symphom!lnia party if1 Corbett 
Tower. There will-be Hve jazz 
music by The Steye·.Schmidt 
Duo, free desserts, gourme~ 
coffees, soft drinks ar.id a cash · 
·bar. 
Total cost of tickets for con-
cert and reception is $15. For 
ticket information, call 38 i-3300. · 
·.Art Amnesia 
The. Cincinnati Contemporary 
Arts Center will present ''Amne-
sia: . New Art from Sou.th 
America" from Jan. 30 through 
Mar. 21:. · · 
"Amnesia" will feature 16 art-
ists representing ATgentia, Brazii, 
Colombia and. Venezuela. 
·There will be a conversation 
with curator Christopher Grimes 
arid artist Oscar Munc;iz at 6 p.m ... 
in the_ CAC galleries ori Friday, 
Jan. 29. · 
. Admission is free to members, 
$3.50for gen~ral admis~ion and 
$2 for seniors and students. Ad-
mission is free on Mondays: For 
more information, can 721-0390. 
-FILM REVIEW-
Raim.i's·· 'Plan'••··anitlii~g•.bqt••simp1~· 
MOVIE SHOWS EVEN AVERAGE GUYS CAN BE CAUG~T iN A WEB OF MURDE~ GREED AND DECEIT ·. 
BY DAN GALLAGHER .• ing {)f Hank's life, a path .. 
---.-D-i-ve_r._-si-on_s_Wi-ii.,...te-r-·· --- littered with irltrigue; 
The horror.fans among us prob~ :pl.otting and murde.ras he · . 
ably remember director Sam RairriL struggles; both to prevent. 
for his. carrtpy cult-classics, the the.rest of the town from 
"Evil Dead" trilogy. That in mind, discove.ring the plane 
it may ~ome as some surprise that .. 11ndtcrkeep'control over · 
· · Raimi has gone m·ainstream with" his two cohorts. - · 
his latest movie, "A. S~mple Plan.'' . At the heart of the . 
Raimi fans, fear not - selling- · movie is a superb moral-
out !)as never been as satisfying as iJy. tale, drawing on . 
this latesttaleof greed, mistrust and · sources as diverse as 
murder. "ASinipl~ Plan" is, by far, "Macbeth," "Double In-
. the -best' i~ncicent-<erime-gone- demnity," and "Fargo" 
wrong film of the season. . for punch. . 
· Taking. place in :snow-covefed, Through. an endless 
small town mid-America, the film series of conversations, . . ·) 
-beg_ins with the discovery of a Jacob, Hank and Hank'.s ·· Jacob :(Billy Bob Thornton), Hank (Bill Paxton) an~ Lou (BrentBriscoe) 
crashed airp_Iane by brothers Hank pregnant wife, Sarah find· a bag containing over$4 million in UA Simple Pl.an?' ' 
and Jacob Mitchell and the town (Bridget Fonda), are por- . . . 
drunk, Lou... . trayed as normal. people sinkfrtg in . cold manipulator even while breast-
. Inside the plane, the trio finds a a quagmir~ of greed. . · feeding her newborn. Fonda con-
dead pilot' and a gym bag filled with · The corruption of instant wealth jures. up.images of Lady Macbeth, 
bundlesofhundred-dollarbills,fig- is shown beautifully by Fonda's ·exhorting. her. husbarid to kiH 
ured by the three to be drug money. character, who first tells. Hank she · Duncan. . ·. . . 
Despitehisbetterjudgement,the would h)rpothetically never.take a "A Simple Plan". also boasts a 
. well-educated Hank (Bill raxton) bag of money that didn't belong to . spectacular . performance . b.y 
is persuaded by Jacob (Billy Bob .. her, but the next minute .begins Thornton as Hank's ne'er-do-well 
Thornton) ~nci Lou (Brent Briscoe) coµnseling him on how to conceal . older brother .. In the quiet betw~en · 
to le~ve the pilot and the Cessna in the crime after Hank produces the the movie's building suspense,· 
the woods and take .the money for. actual cash. Jacob addresses their family's past 
-themselves. .In a tater scene, Sar~h advises with.Hank. 
· Thus begins the steady unravel- · Hank to betray Lou, ?laying th~ Raimi 's. filni is perfectly paced, 
- F ·1 L M 
'brilliantly act~ and built with con-
tinual suspense fo an explosive,·· .. 
. chilling climax. 
Watching the four as they take 
increasingly extreme measures. to 
deceive both the authorities and 
each other;·one.can almost hear old 
Edward .G. Robinson warning, ·· 
"Murder is like riding a train, .. When 
two people get on they have to ride 
all the way to the end of the line· 
and the only stop is the grave.'' 
· . Rating: ***°" . · 
Stop. me if.you'.ve )1e3rd tJ)is One before 
'• , '• • ·, • • • / ' ' , • ~ .:·. • '• • j • • • I • •·. • '• \ : • ' • , : ' • • • ' , : ' •: • • • • • 
BORROWING STORY LINES FROMOLD FILMS.SEEMS TO.BE.A GROWING TREND,-BUTDON'T·TUNE.OUT·JUSTYET··· 
BY NATHAN DUKE'- an animal into the woods. While considered a modernized version of the "big d.ance;'' which· inch~des a . 
: Diversions. Writer : investigating the wreckage,. the John Hughes' 1986filtl)., '.'Pretty.in: dance number.that is a bit-too w~ll 
. Hollywood seenis to be running · brothers, along with their friend, • _Pink!' ·• " .· . · . · · choreographed for a group ofhigh 
out of stories to tell. Lou (Brent Brisc:o~). discoverabag The new film involves a,popu~ schooJ students; . 
With nearly 2o·remakes to be. containing four.million.dollars in .. liir higli·school studen((Freddie While'Iscove'sfilm_hasitsshare · 
released in 1999, movie-goers may one hundred dollar bills. Prinze, Jr.) who, after.his giflfriend of genuine performance·s, such as· 
not find any new plot twists or.,,sur~ Although the story line has been · dumps him; bets hil? friends he c11n . Kevin Pollack, · who ·piays Boggs' 
prise endings ip quite a few of the used quite a few times, ~'Plan" re-. turn an unpopular girl,• Laney dim-witted father, it alsO has its .· 
films they will be watching. Sev- mains unique due to its compelling · Boggs (Rachel Leigh Cook), .into .share of annoying ones,· such as 
eral recent films seem to have bor- . performances as-well as its "Fargo- . the prom' queen. in less than. three Matthew Liliard C'Scream"), who : 
. · rowed. ~tory lin_es from previous esque" setting. weeks. · plays a Sf;lf-obsessed "Real World" · 
movies, including "A Simple Plan". It is Thornton's simple-minded Despite its lame title; Iscove's character. · 
(released nationwide Jan; 22) and · Jacob who ultimately giv~s the . film often successfully port~ays the. Although bettedhan mosfofthe 
"She'sAlIThat"(tobereleasedJan. movie its dramatic punch. Caught trials and tribulations of high recent high school-oriented films: 
29). · between his best friend· and his ·· sch9ol, which is. why· it is disap- · (such as ·~varsity Blues" and ''I ~till • 
Sam Raimi's "A Simple Plan," brother, '.Thornton creates an emo- · pointing wheri. ''She's AIIThat" be- Know What You Did Last Sufi, 
a snowbound versiorr of John tionall:y. complex: character wh_o gins to rely on movie cliches toward · mer"), "She's All That" is; at best, · 
Huston's 'The Treasure of the -Si- makes lfaimi 's film heartfelt, unlike . the e~d of ~he film. · ·· · . mediocre. . 
erra Madre," involves two bro.thers, most thrillers of this type. While films such as "Varsity · Ratings: 
Hank (Bill Paxton) andJacob (Billy ..•. IfRaimi's,"Plan'' can be seen as .. Blues" seem _to revolve around the "A Simple Plan" ***1- · 
Bob Thornton), who stumble upon a reworking ofHuston~s fili:n, Rob ~'big gam.e" at tfit;: end of the movie, "She's All Thaf' ** 
a c:rashed airplane after they chase. Iscove's "She's· All That" can be "She's All Thai" revolves around. 
The following are due for release oriJan. 2~ ... •· 
Soundtrack, 200 cigarettes (Mercury) ... Soundtrack, The "60s .. · 
. (Mercury) ... Boo Radleys, Kingsize (Never) ... Dieselhead, Elephi:mti · 
· Rest Hoine.(Bong Load): .. Dovetail Joint, 001 (Colombfa) ... Fatso 
· .Jetson, To~sted (Bong Load) ... Fun Lovin' Cri,minais, JOO% Colpm~ 
bian (Virgin) ... Goober Patrol, The Unbearable Lightness of Being: 
Drunk (Fat Wreck Chords) .. : Hi Fi Killers, Jamaica (Loosegroove) .~. 
Limp, Guitarded (Fat Wreck Chords) ... The Long Beach Dub Ail . . 
Stars; Burn Unit(Skunk) [former members ofSublime] ... The Saints, 
E.vf!.rybody Knows the Monkey (Triple X) ... Ten Foot Pole, Insider · 
(Epitaph) ... UglyDuckling, You Know What I'm Saying (A&M) ... 
Yukmouth, Thugg~d Qut: . . The. Albulation (Virgin) . .. · 
--.... · 
... -all d.ates are tentative; 
live .. wires. 
Thursday, Jan. 28 
Galactic· 
wl Keller Williams ·· 
@Ripley's· 
Friay, Jan. 29 
. Po.int of Gra.ce 
@ The· Crown · 
.. Saturday, Jan.30: 
·Henry· Rollins 
'®Bogart's .. -, 
. ·:··'. 
_ ·Saturday, Jan. 30 
·Blue Moon Boys 
. @i Swing Lounge· 
and 
· Funkytown 
@ mile Note Cafe· 
Tuesday, Feb .. 2 
Blanks 77 .• 
w/ L~E.S.Sti.tches. 
·. @Sudsy.:Malone's ... · 
,, -· .. i 
I , 
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· · ROLLINs'.'S'l>oKEN~WORD rouR ARRIVES Ar eoc'.iART'S •. 
ev' LAUREN MOSKO .. 
. · DiversiOns Editor 
'·. 
Henry Rollins fans, lace up your 
boots, grab ymir old football paps 
and pick up ·some ~ar plugs (a ~afety 
precaution, ofcourse) because.the.· .. 
master of pulse-regufating,. politi- · 
cally charged rock will ~hove his, 
. way into Bogarfs dn Saturday, Ja~; . 
. 30. . . 
. . On s~~nd tho~ght: don't bother 
girdirig up for battte ~ith pads and' ... 
_armor because this time around .. 
-.·Rollins• is fine-tul'lirig a different·• 
sort· ofweapon ;_;, his mind. 
Rollins is touring in. support of 
his recently released spoken~word 
album, .Think Tank. PHOTO COURTESY o~ DREAMWORKS RECORDS 
The . two~disc set,. on· Henry Rollins; f~rm.er Blag Flag 
Dreamworks l'ecords, was recorded. . frontman,.has ·more to say · 
live at shows in.both Chicago's thari wh. at'sfound·in his .. s. ong· 
House of Blues and in Australia iri · 
1997. The discs have been pr~iSed lyrics: . . 
for their musical balance..::__ the first ' .E,ollins ha~. to. say, as opposed to 
has a faster pace while the second. wh~fhe has to.sing, check out his 
showcases R~llins; abilities as a · latest book, "Do I Come Here Qf-
more settfodst~ryt~iler.. < · .. ·· teni(BiackCoffeeBlues,ParfII),'; 
· A ~id~o'cassette entitled:''You ··published on his own 2-_13-6L im-
SawMeUpThere,''which captures . print Also in.print is."Solipsist" 
J~ollins:iit-·at~lk•gig:~t:t.os.A.nge".· whichwa~·pub,lisneo:by. 2~13-61 
les 'El Ray.Theater,' wa8.alsp ~ssuoo. Publicatiori's ~a51Jtdy.· 
. Forthose w~o ilre skeptfoal,'s!Jo~ ' If spoken-workisn 't quite your. 
ken-word perforlnances are nothing .••• · forte~ just chisel th(, dust off your 
new to RoUins;li~ has .been _doi~g . : o~(Blag ·:f;'la~ 'dis~;i§~,t if.)o~'re 
. talking shows since 1989. Accord: . ready to shed, thos¢. ear plugs and 
· ing ; to a press rele.ase, he open your mihd, Roilins has a. lot 
. "pe[C,eJve~[sJ;!h~.se,;,Sil.OW~,iflS,; ~:i ,,tQ, say; ,; :.: ;;, ;:,~, < ,d;> .. >l .•· .. 
highet-leafoing experience·• ... •.· ... ·For. more. iriformatfon; vi~it;the. 
they'rea good time, and that's all.'': Dream works. , homepage ·.· iat · 
ff· you· re ·.interested in•'"'_hat .·. ·• w\vw.clreiunw~r~;e~J.cofi}; · > 
• • t • ... • • ·" '"·. ,, • ' • • • • ~ • ' 
•' 
··;;.._._;_·: .. 
;. .· ' .. ~ 
_\.;I;,, 
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·seal 
. Human Beings . 
(Warner Bros;) 
tou~h o'f emoti~ri to every song 
throughout. · · . .· · 
Seal, however, -is one ofthose 
love/hate singers. There is a cer-
.tain whisper iri his voice. which at 
times meet~ a. slight rasp. This ei-
ther aids in the revelation of _emo-
tion .or bogs down _the listener be-
cause it appears unrefined. · 
He also r.eaches a stunning fal-
setto on several songs, which typi~ 
. fies his vocal ability and under-
standing of the proper presentation 
of his songs. . 
This album probably will not 
achieve as gre_at a commercial suc-
In. his past two albums Seal has · cess as his past album which found 
developed a soft sound that' relies "Kiss By a Rose" pl.aguing the air- · 
on his.lyrical intei"Pretatiori of the waves. There. are a few outstand- · 
spiritual aspects oflife. He creates ing pop~oriented songs, su_ch as 
imagery and metaphor that admits "Just Like Yau Said ... and "Lo,st My . 
a profound understaading of the Faith." 
human ekperience. Seal reveals his own heart in the 
His latest album, Human Beings, . ;songs, un~once'rned with public 
continues hii; exploration of the hu- opinion .. ·. The personal nature of 
man heart., . . . "When a Man isWrong" or "No 
Seal's voice and lyrics propel Easy Way"(lhd him opening door;; 
this album. On the title track, Seal in~o his hidden longings and regrets. 
ponders the effects oflife; death and More powerful lyrics· can be 
love. Conclusion:· "We're'mere hu~· found here as well: " .. ~there's even 
man beings, we die; /It's destined." .. love if you find what you \Vant/ and 
. . Yet, there is nothing depressing . there's reason to be afraid I and rea-
or pessimistic abouthis sentiment. son to open your ~eart.'.' Also, "af-
'If anything, he seems hopeful that ter all we've said and done I can't 
life will overcom.e. . you see we can'tgo on /cause God 
The theme of hope continues on 'knows then~ is no easy way to say 
"State of Grace" as he shares: "This goodbye." ·. 
·is. the.so~~d pf th~ woken man." Understandably, the album 
· The music backirig him elevates his bookfot leads to f~cinating r~ding. 
message. . · •. . . Seal prints exce..Pts from several 
·. Barring a slight jazz presentation . letters he has w_ritten oron-line con- . 
of ''.Still Love Remains". which versations he has had with friends . 
stands ori ifs own. meriti Seal is · In one l~tter, Seal struggles with 
backed by a wonderful _arrangement· the difficulties of life but concludes 
of acoustic guitar, light drumming . that·we musflive with '.'each expe-
and. an. orchestra,•. which adds a rierice met with love's embrace arid 
each moment to be filled with the 
enthusiasm of being alive." 
Seal's album explores the hard~ 
· s~ips and subsequent joys ofbeing 
human.. H~ does. so with a sultry 
· voiCe, superb orchestration and ex-
tremely heartfelt lyrics . 
·A soothin.g albumin all aspects, . 
indeed; · · 




Up Up Up Up Up Up 
(Righteous Babe) 
. ' 
Long-time fans of funky folk-
poetess Ani DiFranco would have 
been shocked to receive her new 
album Up Up Up Up Up Up inits 
fancy press kit; which consisted of 
a black Righteous Babe Records 
folder, •a glossy· black. and white 
· photog~aph and a 13~page bio pack-
age full of pictures, articles and in~ 
terviews. The fancy marketing is a 
far. cry from the tiny, smoky no-. 
name bars:the.diva used to play in 
Buffalo, N.Y. · . 
Has. DiFr~nco abandoned the 
underground and back-alley for the 
high~rise and ceriter stage? · · 
See top of· page 14 
··•·MIKE•FREEBIEIKFAST···. 
. v11u·1. BUSINESS ... 
. . . and 1neet the Dean'.· 
·crosstown 
·& 
ATIENTION BUSINESS. STUDENTS: 
. • •· . . .· • . .•. ,. . •• =.·:>·. 
You.are invite'dtojoµ.t Dean Mike: Webb for 
do11uts, bagel~, m11ffit1s al}d juice· 
·. · ·.··· · Tharsday,ja~~ary.21 · .· · · 
··.·~·'. ·and··· · 
• ' • ~ 1 
··:·Tu~sda.)T,·Febniary 2 
· · 9:30 - · 10:00, a.m. 
-Nieporte Lounge in the: CB.A Btdlding (ground level) 
. ·, .· . •,• . . .. . ' .. •. : . . .·. 
Sponsored by the. Williams Coilege of Business , · 
·,.'·-
. ·Su.per: Bowl 
Blow O:ut! 
r-~~~----~-------~ I . 






·. . . . . . . I
··X"'."L~rge· Piz~a 1 
-.with one topp_ing : . 
··$· . ·8 .-9.9 : 
. . . , . . I 
. . . Coupon required. 
Norwood locatiop<;>nly. Offer expires: 1/31199 
•• 
I , .. _. ____________ ,,,,;;. _ _._ ..
.· .. 3915 Montgcnriery Rd. '· Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-11 p.~~ 
' 396:.7409_ .• , Fri.~Sat. l~ a.m.~1 p~m . 
. FreepreunancvteSts 
· ·24hour118101ine .. · · 
321-3180 
. PregJ.lartcy Problem Center,· East, lnc . 
. I. • ',. '·•· ·. •·. •I 
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Continued from page 13·· 
Perhaps all the wrappings and 
trappings of the media press kit ar~ 
a sign 'that DiFranco has finally 
stormed her way into cor.porate 
America, prodaiming.that RBR is. 
too big fo operate out of the trunR 
of her car any longer~ 
Wheri it comes dowirto the mu~ 
sic, which is really what Difranco 
is all about, however, all the glossy 
paper doesn't matter. She may have 
risen up up µp up up tip from grass-
roots obiivion, but she has not sold 
out. The sincerity, emotion and re-
turn to a more socio;;political 
mindframe found on the latest disc 
·proves it.· 
Despite thefa:ct that Up Up Up 
Up Up· Up is DiFranco's twelfth 
solo alb.ti.tit, she ha~ lost none of her 
· . original spark: This album features 
a few acoustic songs, reminiscent 
of her older work like Puddle Dive 
and. Out of Range, as well as the 
more· innovative, experimental 
. sound found on many ofthe tracks 
f~om Little PlaStic Castle. The lyr-
ics remain thought-provoking and 
reflective; DiFranco's music 
I N Y .0. U R E A R 
an eerie laugh. (You have to hear 
. the song to really understand~) ·· 
· This disc is a good indication 
that DiFranco is not even entertain-
ing the thought of·slowing down 
(despite her reeent marriage) and is 
11owhere· cfose.to peaking iri her 
career; . . . 
· · And as far as the whole market~ 
ing/entrarice into the mainstream 
music world issue goes, RBR could 
have wrapped this disc in gold and 
the CD would still nave been the 
most valuable part of the package. . 
.f\,ni DiFranco's inspiration,cre~ 
. ativity ari'd all-out ability to· rock 
cannot be priced or sold. 
·This disc earns$$$$. 
- LaureriMosJr.o, 
. · D.iversions Editor 
DIVERSIONS 
bad at song writing. However, 
· sometimes I think content was sac- . 
rificed for the sake of finding words 
that. rhymed·: "When it's on the 
street I we feel the h~at {..and. it's 
. not something we want to m~et." 
· This is definitely a band that has · 
to be taken in J:>y IQoking at the 
.·. whol.e piCture. Qne might be able 
to pick this ·band apart·. now, but ·. 
maybe with a little more experience · 
a~d experimenting, Dial 7 coµld . 
grow into a very talented act. · 
.That is, if you like vs; 
. This.disc earns$$. · 
-JonaihanMosko' 
Assistant Diversions Editor . 
wouldn't.be the same withoutthem. Mos Def and Talib Kweli .. : 
To give .credit where credit ·is · 
. are Black Star dµe, DiFranco~s animated guitar is Dial 7 
acco.mpanied by the spfrited trio · · . (Rawkus) · · · 
who performed on last year's tour: . Never Enough Time ··With th_e break-up of A Tribe 
Jason Mercer on bass; Andy (Warner Bros.) .·. Calle~· Quest, Mos Defand Talib 
. Stochansky on drums. and .Julie Have you ever had VS? Ifs a Kweii ... are Bl'ack Star is a neces- '. 
Wolf o.n keyboards, accordion and very interesting· concept. The idea siiy for any9ne who has had•it up : 
backing vocals. All threemtisicians ef eight different types o( veg- to here with thetired~'Thug Life" 
•·· lend their own personality to each etabl~s ·mixed together into. a' liq..: rap that dominates television; radio 
· track, making the all~um more of a uid form and served ·cold is unap- and the Billboard Charts. 
collaborative effort than the typical petizing to a lot of people. But, "' · Mos Def and Talib Kweli con- · 
"soloist with back-up band" sound. · some people like· it ---' to e.ach his tinue· in the rich· tradition of New 
· · . "Tis ofThee,'1 a r~w look at how own. · · York hip-hop taken tern higher level '. 
the government deals with poverty· I know it's ari;obscure reference .. bfgroups like DeLa Soul and The ; 
and violence, is the. album's first to .start a music review, buuhat's Tribe;· ., · 
track. Though DiFranco tackles ·a really a good idea of what Dial 7 is Boasting the "best alliance in ' 
harsh issue, the soilg~s acoustic like on their new :-CD, Never hip-hop," these two take to rapping .. 
sound· and ...foregrounded vocals· Enough Time. ;;"'(itha soulfulJlow, pushing li~ten-. 
lend a vulnerable tone. - Warner .Brothers Music, the .e:r~"to'smile.'wl:iile they move. · · · ··· 
same label thatbtought us Seal and . . "Definition'.• lets everyone know: .. 
the Goo Goo. DoUs; h.as br,~:mght us· .that "from the. firstunt.il the last of. 
Dial 7, a California band that has i.t I delivery is passfollate," as the 
The verses ate poignant and their 
truth is disturbing, underscored by : 
a chorus that muses, "my country 
· 'tis of thee I to take swings at each 
·other on _tJte talk-show TV I why 
. don't you just go ahead imd.turn off 
·the sun/ 'cuz we'll.never live long 
enough I to undo everything they've .. 
done to you ... " 
_. . . . .· '· ... 
more kiek than Jackie Chan.. song's refrain touches on the mur- .· 
This' bang blends elements bf ders ·of TuPac and the Notorious · 
rock; reggae.jazz, rap and pun~ into B.I.G. without sounding ·conde-
a concoction that defies description; 'scending or "whining about two who 
fa fact, it's realiy hard to tell where .· lived ~nd died by the gun. 
one stops and the next begins: If you spin, pick up.this 12-irich 
. F<>r example, the first song, "All only for the seventh track, "B Boys 
· I Want," begins with a lively rock · Will B Boys."· The beat is too hard. ' 
·riff and a few supporting horns, not. to be ignored. ·. . . . . . . .. . 
unlike t-he . Mighty Mighty Too short a song to.be the high~ ·.· 
. . 
·THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
.SPRING. BREAK '99' :• .PANAMA .CITY BEACH, FLORIDA· 
--1·· .· ... · ... ,.· ....... "_:. ... · '." ... · .. ..,, ........ ·· ...... · .. ·:., ..  : 
·· ts all gC>Dd. 
l11:la.~. ~~ 
. fleAca• 'ta!. ff 
Aiid this Sprhlg. Break,•.·· 
' •• •'
0 ·:.its all:here~ .... -·.·· .. · .. 
Located nCXI door lCJ.,Spi~cr & LaVd~ the. Boardwalk."' • .·. :11· . , . · : ... . -.· .. 
Beach ~orl,isSpring B~ Hcadquancrs for Pariama City · 
Beach; Florida. And as hem: tO srs Beach Club '99, you'll be Th . . ... . 
immelicd _in the center of all the oon stop: PanY action! n ;.:i-~ ~ ...... 11;. 
So panyWidi diOuanib, Lut a!ecp With the bcii! . 1JUdJ. UVVd.l.lk 
h t• .1 l h t l' "' t1 t I 




· Gulf front , 
·accommodat~ns 
· .. ·f,..passuto 
Spinnal<er It LaVela 
·., 
Host to Sftorts Illustrated : 
: leach dub '99 , . : 
:·tliie ··a i:r,e~ .. ; ~~~1·a11v11 
.. •nd find out! · · 
Xavier 'unive.rsity ·. 
Saturday, Febfliar.Y 6 
GRE • 9:00am DAT: 10:00am · LSAT - 2:00pm 
MCAT • 9:00am GMAT - 2:00pm 
Complementary to "Tis of Thee" 
. is "Come. Away from It:"a more 
personal approach to social evil 
which deals with the pain and an-
ger of being involved with some-
one with a drug addiction. 
Bosstones. Then a powerful vocal light of the disc; this~ track is only a 
. . . · .. www.keplan.com, .· . 
line punches a hole in the guitar, demonstration of the group's abil- · "' ·r.;tnam•••reregi1t~r.a1iiidema11<siitiiiB1rrospac1~aci.;,,,s .. · 
DiFranco shifts inward on grabs the listener by. the ears and ity to make its own mixes while ... ------------------------· 
"Jukebox'' and "Virtue," two self· pulls them through the next 30 sec- steering clear of the industry's pa- · 
. reflexive tracks .which use voice ands. . . thetic .. tendency . to sample .. 
. · distortion to produce a sound simi- Before the listener knows what yesteryear's hits in today's artless 
lar to "Deep Dish': from Little Plas- has hapP.ened, _he or she is in a · attempts. 
tic Castle. The effect is stunning. Lenny Kravitz-style chorus with . The rap ballad "Brown Skin 
She slinks through "Vittue"and · prominent trumpets and a catchy . Lady" professes admiration for "the 
its darker, sharper sound, digging lyrical hook. . , kind of girl you meet at a Fourth of. 
in her claws as she sings, "the one . A moment later you'r~ :whisked July backyard cookout and she's 
person who knows me best.I says right back into the fast lane of vo- wearing like a real pretty flor~I , 
. I'm like a· cat I the kind of cat that cals and running guitars. · summer dress and she's just real .. · 
. you just can't' pick up I and throw And all that is in just one song. .nice/' (according to the CD liner) 
into your lap ... " In the saine'man-. It's.almost like Dfal 7 is daring its • and appropriately preaches respect. 
ner, she tears through "Jukebox" ; audience to ke~p up; . . . to the women so often disrespected;. 
asserting, "she drinks hei'selfup and This .breathless pace is kept up jn music today. , . . .. · -
out of her kitchen chair I and she through most of the a{buni. Some . '~The album:eams $$$. ' 
dances out of time l as slow as she · · s_ongs lean more toward the reggae, , · . ·,_;___John ThomP.son , 
· can sway I for as long as she c.an. like "133," or the rap, like "Money . . · Diversions Writer 
say I this cianceis mine.;." · +Fame," but almost all keep· the. ·$$$$=You ~houl~ ~rob~bly pay 
more than you were charged for thi( 
disc.·.· · · · ·· ·. 
· ·· $$$=Pick this up on.you~ next 
• ! .• : '~ 
. ~' . 
The mostmu~ically innovative · slick and flowing vocal style, often 
track is "Angel· Food" which· has with a heavy guitar line boiling un~ 
DiFranco singing; through. a bullet ··. demeath, kind of like rock/hip-hop 
microphone into a guitar amp.- An ·'. . quintet 311. · 
. element of mystery is added to the Though sometimes the vocals 
song via a "Cajun in my pocket," a .. are overpowe.red by the other ele-
--,trip.to.the record store ... 
· .· .. ·.$$.=·lt's·worth:t~pingfrol1l a. "l··~~~;; 
rifond. ;: } : · : : .. ; i;,{ '. o-,. · 




. · ·. Negri!·· ~ .•. 
.· ... Panama city 
. · Qyality' 1rir... . 
·· · Oay~/~amada · 
from $399. 
fro~$399 
frolTI $399 .. 
. $99. -· 
. $139' 
. Call to.day! Space is liJ11ited 
. .1:8006481114849 
. . .... m.nntavel.com , 
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·; .,,.K~;t:~s.s.,··::··.··· 
:~eep it safe Spring, Break .. · .. ' 
·· ove"r the nextthr:ee-wee.ksyo~will have the opp~rtunity to 
. porticipate in ~he K~I-~~~.· pr:ograni! . · '. · 
T~ be eligible: ~eacJ and ~n~wer the questions that, appear ~eekly, 
ad;~ your o·wn serioUs.Spring·Break,.fip,csignyour name.and phone· 
number, and drop off in th~ K.I~s.s. boxes by F\.iday 3:00pm ... 
., each.Week~.: · . . ~: ,'. . . -~·: .. ,_'I··. . , .. · .. · . · .•. , . . . . . . .. 
' ·.· . ,, ' 
Win.ner~ will be.dr~wn weekly-only one entry pe~person each week . . . . .. 
Drop off sites at Cornmuter.Se~vices,.SAC office, and Health& 
·.· Counseling~Look for the ''K.I.s~s." Boxes!. · · 
. .·· ·:. •:. . . , 
· Grand· prizes:; . . . i_ 
1 
' 
· Comc:1ir Travel Voucher and ·Gift. Certificates to: Kenwood Towne. 
Center· 
- . 
. _Wee.kly P_rizes of K.I.S.S. Gift ~askets. ·.·. 
. Enter weekly .. foriGrand Prizes.· .. D~a~il'.1gs on Jan~ 29t~. Feb. 
5th,·F~b.· 12th and. ·Grand Prizes.on,Feb~··19fh. ·. ·· · ... · ·.:.· ... ·.' 
·Name· Phone # · ·. · · · · · 
I•• 
,.--'' 
. Your ·own. K.LS.S. (Spring Brecik) Tip:_. ---------·--·--....,-----
. .. ' . . 
Bo.dy. Piercing and Tatto~sr 
· You Have to Check it .Out!! 
. .·. . . ~f ·.. . c . . 
Mosts.fates do not regulate body piercing and taftOf!S, so it's 
~up to you to have it done safely. Check which_ of thefollowing are 
important when choosing a studio. 
:_. _· _· ._Does the a,rtist wear new latex gloves for each client? : . 
Is the studio ~lean and well lit? 
--Does the artist always use sterile, disposabie needles ~· 
. never a gun? , . . ' . 
Does the studio have an autoclave and ultrasonic cleaner? . 
-'---'Does the artist hav_e. a iifeguard certiffoation and .wear Mickey· 
Mouse·.ears? . , • · ~· . . 
---'Is the studio an established b.usiness? Or .only open during 
Sprihg Break? . · ·. 
··Piercing FAQ.Web Page: 
http://wviw.cis.ohiostate~edu/text/faq/usenet/bodyart/pjercing-faq/top.htinl 
~topping Sun.Damage 
1 of7 Americans will devefop skin Cancer. Atan indieates 
skin damage has occlirred. st.in experts agree that regarclless of skin 
colc;>r, you need protectfon of SPF 15 (or higher) sunscreen year round. 
Be, aware that meditations such as tetracyclines; diuretics, 
. antidepressants,. oral diabetes meds .and retinoids .can make you more· 
prone to sunburns; Ans.werTrue or False: . · 
--'-~kin won't suffer' damage if you tan without burning. 
'----· _ .. ·. Skin cancer iS rare, anp only malignarit melanoma is really 
. · darig~rous. · · . . ·. · · . 
· -. A sunscreeO. with a sun. protection factor (SPF) of 15 protects all 
skin types; . ' . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . 
__ .Sunscreen should be used even if you sit in the shade .. 
'--~African Americans don't get skin cancer.· . . . 
__ ·-. Ccnruno_n:: l11edica~~ons niay make you more prorte to sunburns. 
. J -~on't MJss::.Out o~ the.·Best K.I·.S.S. Ever I·· 
·, ·,,, 
.. ·,·, .· . . . 
.. Wishi~~ii yo.u afu~1 and safe Spri11g Break///. · . 
. Well11ess Team, llealt11 & Co,mseli11gi SGA, SAC, Safety & Secu,.ity ~11dRes Life. 
· ... · 
·.· •. ·.Jump Start 
Student Loan. 
·.·Th· .. · . . "best·· · .. . ,. . .· .... ·. e  
. . 
. . . . 
··choice . 
. · . .· . . - . 
A studel)t's life is full of difficult decisions. · 
Searching for·the best; s.t:Udent. lo~ doesn't have 
: to be one. of them:. That's because Fifth Third 
. Bank has. taken the guesswork out of student loans 
with Jump Start~M It's the best Federal Stafford' 
'Loan for Ohio students, and itc;oines with an 
. incredibly lmv 5~96% fate. For more information 
~bout Jump Start~".ask your school finarici~l aid. 
advisor for ·a_ FifthThird Bank Stafford ·Loari, · 
iQ~!f!~TI6I!~~~·~~~ llkfl. 
'.~ .. ·:.-·,.,:·~< ".·· '·,:I: ;: .. - .· .. . - .. : . . - . . . " 
:. ·, r' *Jm\lP Stan is n. vnnab~c mte student loan program which adjusts unnunlly. 5.96% ~urrcnt mtc 
• (md~~lng Jump Start and EasyP~yi is 11\'nilnbl.e through 6/30/9.9. . . . 
-: 
. ~ . 
.·''"' 
. ;,,.,. 
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January 27 
And thus spake an angelic 
voice to the humble Calendar 
. Girl: "Thou shalt no longer write 
excessively of crack. Harden not 
your heart to the joyous love of 
smack." And the Calendar .Girl 
heard the voi~e. and knew that· it 
was good. 
A calendar haiku: · 
Coffee is waking. 
Drink, black or creamed and· 
sugared. 
Come at three-thirty ... 
.:.p.m. to the Romero International 
Center. OK, so maybe 5-7-5 can't 
be as efficiently informative as I · 
thought. 
Pax ChriSti (I think she sat be-
hind me in third grade) ·is show- · 
ingthe film "The Mission" tonight 
at 7 p.m. in Alter .B-11. If you, 
don't· want to see .. the movie, at 
least go to see the freakishly huge · 
remote-control they're hoarding 
down there. Or you c.ould get a 
pool going as to how many times 
one of the A-V superheroes has to 
come in to actually get the movie 
started. 
Ah, Vanilla Ice, early '90s Re-
naissance man. Chef: "Cookin' 
m.c.s like' a pom:id of bacon." 
Entrepreneur: "If rhyme was a· 
drug, I'd sell it by the gram." Frus-
trated .commuter: "Bumper to 
bumper, the avenµe·was packe,d.'~ · 
And above all, radioactive: "Turn 
off the lights, andl'll gl~w." 
(Don't even laugh, because all of 
you know every word, too.) Spend . 
time·with 'this. great mind 9f our 
generation as Mr. ·Van Winkle 
_ makes an appearance tonight at 
Bogart's. Don'tlookforthesame · 
old stuff because he's back with a 
brand-new invention, "skate . 
rock." In the words of Marge 
Simpson, "What the dilly-o?" 
Ii: llJ if j I 1'!\'I 
January 28 
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~ByJennah Durant, ~To place an item in the calendar,tall 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129. 
The guri show? No,_ that was las~ 
. week.' This will really bug me. 
· Regardless, today's the day .. 
Forget _the· ran.kings (or :lack 
thereof), forget the records, tpis is 
the one that counts. And remem-
ber· wJrnt the co~~ereial says: 
· "Oh yeah, Xavier got game!" 
How .can we go wrbrig with' a 
battle cry like. that? So, light a 
votive candle, ·perform an incan-
tation, don't change your s9cks, 
just do whatever it takes to keep 
the good karma flowing. Tonight 
the Musketeers.take on the thugs 
ofuc~ The rumble begins at 9:30 
p.m. at the Shoemaker. Center. 
Do_n't even think about getting 
tickets if they· aren't already got,· 
because it ain't gonna happen. 
~veryone had -better· be· hoarse·. 
frpm screaming tomorrow. 
Seniors aresome lucky ducks; 
They get to graduate, get jobs, pay 
insurance, and fight off the loan . 
· folks way' ahead of the rest of us. . 
Plus, they get free food and drink 
· specials tonight at. the Blue Moon' . 
Saloon.· So; giddyup, Class of '99, 
the fon begins a half hour b!!fore. 
game time at 9 p.m;, arid the first · 
50 revelers get a free shot of smack 
·with their basket of wings. 
· Smack. What is. that, ~nyway? 
Soine form of narcotic, I'm guess-
ing .. All I know. for sure is it con-. 
veniently rhymes with crack,. as 
well as track, stack,-sneak~attack, 
clickety-clack, give your neighb~r 
a whack on the back, make a con-
certed effort to stop smoking crack 
. -d'oh! Repeat. Sorry aboutthat. 
If you' can't make it tonight, how-
ever, don't freak out. They'll save 
a 11eat for you tomorrow' same 
time, same_pface'. 
. Last Saturday the men's team 
had its way with theVirginiaTech 
· Yokles, Hokles, Blokies, whatever 
they are. Toiti'ghf the women's 
team. will face their version of the 
challenge as the Lady Ho.kies are 
in town. for a beatdowri. The game 
. will tip off at 7 p.m. atthe Schmidt 
Fieldhouse. Hokettes? ··I don't 
know. 
Smack. Do you smoke it? 
Shoot .. it? Cut iJ? Snort it? Im-
plant it? Sprinkle it over your 
· morningcanteloupe? Use it to· 
· inakegooci brownies? Toss a lump 
ortwo.in your iced tea? I confess, 
I'm at a.loss.·: 
January 30 
. If you are feeling either. ~rtsy .. 
and/or fartsy, today is your lucky 
day, buddy. 
First, let me tell yo.u about the 
men's basketball game~ It's not. 
here, so don't l(}Ok for the bi'g·yelC. 
low buses. :aut. neither is it far 
~way, like Lowell, Massachusetts. 
. ·It's a: mere 45 minutes or so up ih¢ 
_interstate. · Here the .MuslCies will 
take on the Hot-Air Balloon Fly-
ers of the University of Dayton at· 
12 p.m. UD niay lay ciaimtothe 
"Ghetto," but they've got nothing 
on Norwood.· 
··If you're feeling a)ittle old 
. school today; go downtown to the . 
The Contemporary Arts Center 
debuts two shows today; a'ne ~f 
which is entitled "New Art. from 
South America.'' This _will ,6e a 
. lot more interesting than their last 
. show, which was called "O Id Art. 
. from North America." The.sec-
ond show features the photogra-
phy of Jim Dine, whol assume is '. 
good at taking pictures, probably 
in black and white anci ofthings 
like Clotheslines and crackhmises. 
Both exhibits r,uri until March 28 .. 
You want postersTI-got your 
posters right h!!re, (If you'. re shar-
ing this aloud with yciur room-
mate, thatline works Q_etter if you 
say it. with a'fake Brooklyn/mob-
ster.accent.) American Art post-
ers, that is, at the Cincinnati Mu-
seum-of Art .You want those other 
posters; you gotta go dowri·to the 
warehouse in Queens. Tell 'erh 
Tony ~et youse. 
· •· No fair! Th~y stole om: idea. 
Arinie's·brings the Why Store, 
everyone's favoriteraspy-voiced; 
self-props giving alHockers to 
town for a preview show tonight .. 
at9 p.m. Preview? Yes, because· 
·our very own sAcers are bring-
ing them to our very owfr Schmidt 
Ffoldhciuse ·in. April.· Intrigued? 
Good. My diaboiic plan is work-
ing: More deta,ils to come in the.· 
following weeks; 
H<?'sbuff, he's buzzed, and he's. 
without his band. Henry Rollins 
.. is.set to barrage Bogart's tonight 
with··a. "spoken ·word'.' .show. · 
·Maybe he'lt r.ecite poetry, maybe·. · 
he'll· read the backs 6f ·cereal 
·boxes: Who knows, but the. show 
gets started at 8:30 p;m: .. ' . 
THE XAVIER-.NEW_SWIRE 
Ory Shihor, that up~and~coming 
. Israeli pianist' you've beeri hear-. 
' ing so much about; is.playh1g to~ .. 
··•day a_t2:30 :P~m. ill the ti~lversity 
Center Theatre; · · · · · 
Straight outta Pittsburgh and 
straight into North Avondale come 
··th~ Lady Dµkes of Duquesne for 
today's match ·against the Lady 
Miaskies. This last game in a se-
ries of. four. home games ta.kes .. 
· place·: at Schmidt Fieldhouse at 2 . . . 
. P:m .. 
. Are you kidding me? It's 
frickin' February ill ready? 
r·· 
C~lebrate the beginning of · 
Black History Month in the 
Regis (and .Kathy·Lee).Room in 
the University_ Center .. A display. 
. and . .video wilJ .be show_ntoday 
· .. from 9· a.m~ to 5 p~m. If you miss 
. it today, the~di~play will be.:~ dis-
played again tomorrow. · 
Yes, kids, tod~y is Commuter~ 
Appreciation Day. · Find your fa-. 
.vorite commuters and giv¢ them 
a big hug. P~t them, feed them._ 
take them for a long walk, and at . 
the: end of the day; remember to 
tell them hbw much you love 
· them. ·I'll! guessing ther,e \¥ill 
. probably _be. something free some-
where arounq campus .to.day, per-
haps of the donut vadety. Keep a 
sharp watch, You never kn-ow 
what t~ose ~ily folk are up to. 
February 2 
, Maybe it's just me, but some-
how, '.'What's the. 10-10~9000?" 
. just doesn't roll off the tongue like 
·''What's the411?" d~es. 
. ··FR·IDAY · 
Procter & Gamble Hall for a show Happy Groundhog Day to you, 
j a rt u a r y 29 by-Blood, Sweat· arid Tears at. 8 · . Hap.py Grom1dhog Day to you, 
· p.m. As if thiS weren't enthral- Hajfpy Groundhog, Happy 
TheBlackStudentAssoclation ling enough, they have brought . Groundhog; Happy Groundhog· 
premieres its annual student writ- along America as their "special J a n u a r y 3f ·. · Day to you! Quick, what rodent· 
. ten and directed plays tonight just guests," i.e., the opening act that'll can claim to be the officjal weather 
It seems to me that something for-you. You cari view the creative·, be playing while everyone is still Who can take more music af- prognosticator on this hallowed. 
kind of important is happening outlets of your peers in the Uni- trying to tfod a parking ,spot. ' . 'ter Saturday? Only the die-hard ... day? W~y. it's Puxhatawney Phil. 
I 
. 








today. Something about shooting. versity Center Theatre at 8 p.m. You want artsy? We g()t arsty'. classiCal piano. fans amcing us. . iri _Pen:Osylvania, of course. 
,,--~T-R_A_V_E_L~~~~~~~-_-H_E_L_P_.W_A_N_T-.E-D~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~-. -.-.. ~~~~~~~~~-F-O_R_'~R-E-NT~ .. ~---'~~~~-T-R_A_VE_L_·~ ..~~~~-.... .. I 
Spring Break '99 Panama 1 oo lnstructors/Counse- 1 • f • d. · House for rent. Spacious 4 #1 Panama City vacations! 
·City Beach. The Boardwalk lors needed. Coed sleepaway. ·c a· s· s. 1· .. -1· .. e . . · ·s .·· .. bedroom, 2 bath. Equipped. Free parties.,- no cover. Best 
BeachResort-Spring Break · camp. Pocono Mountains, · Eaf!y walk to. campus. 1606. beachfront hotels from $99. 
Headquarters. Packages from .Pennsylvania. over so. land/ . ·Brewster .. Call 321-0043 or Fre.e "Spririg·ereak Uncen-
$19 per person per day. Clos~: water activities. Good salary/. Cl . ~f" d ' 2· 5' . . . . . . 421,9421; sO.red'' . _· 'video! 
est to Spinnaker and La Vela. tips! ... 1-800-422•9842 ass1 le s are. . CE!_nts per, .. HELP WANl:ED 1 .: 8 a· 0 - 2 3.4 -. 7-0 0 L 
Host of Sports Illustrated (www.campcayuga.com). w·. ·or· d. Wl"th a·$ .. 5. ·. m·.l•n·lm.; ... ·.·.U·m· • li .. _·0·... . Rental office assistant. www.endles5l!ummertours.com. Beach Club. Call now! 1-800- · Work in our casual environ- · .. TR~tEL , 
~.sp~ing-b_r!khuq.c;in~F. ~!;PP ~~~J·~~~r boys on. .place "0Uf c.lass.ifi_ed_ ....• ,-.C_ •. ·. a.· , n th.e· inent onweekends&flexible ·• .. · ._jamaiC:a Shuttle nonstop 
.T hours during the week. $7'pef ' sprhig break. 7 nights from 
FREE RADIO+ $1,250 Long Lake, Naples, Maine. advertising manager at··. hour. Callformori:iinformatibn .. $499 each from Cincinnati. 
Fundraiser open to student . Noted for picturesque location, & app.oiritm~mt, 984-9448~ ·. . Free .. Reg· ga. eJAM. S_ p. ring 
exceptional facilities & out- 45 3 61 groups & organizations. Earn . standing programs: June 22_ 7 • 5 . .. FOR RENT ' ... . . Break information .. Operators 
$3-$5 per Visa/MC app.' We 4 bedroom ·apartment · 9~5_.- (800) 87.3.-.. 4423.·reggae" · · · Aug. 22 .. Over 100 counselor . ·· · . 
. supply all materials at no cost. · · · within. walking .. distance to i·a. in.com. 
· positions available in larid FOR RENT ... HELP WANTED Callforinfo.orvisitourwebsite.. · .· · · Xavier: All utilities furnished. . .·· .... TRA"EL .. 
·. Qualified callers receive a free . ~~~~~;~~~~c~:~'.ti;i~~=~~~~ 15 private 1 or. 2 bedroom. . ~re you interested in work~ : Equipped kitc'1e~s: Off~streef Sp;'g Break '99. Hours & 
baby boom . box. . &. m· uch mo.re .. Call M1'ke· . apartments available on North ing with a 4-year-old girl with . parkirig. Call 242~156i. . hoursoffreedrinks!_Groupdis-
1 800 932 0528 65 Crescent or Greenview. Can- . autism part time? Our dal.igh-- - - x ' Sherbun @.800-250-8252 or ter h. as been 1·nvolved 1·n a· H.EL.PWANTED counts & free tr.ips from $99! www o·cmconcepts com t. ral air. peck on each floor, 
. . . · · . . e-mail camptakajo@aol.com. equipped kitchen, living & din- home-tiased behavioral pro- · Landscaping. East Walnut Jamaica,· Cancun, Florida; 
FOR RENT ning room, coin laur:idry & gram teaching her acaqemic, Hills-Hyde Park area. Need Barbados, Bahamas. Lowest 
Well maintained 2 bed- TRAVEL .. cable ready. Call. 242-7553. social skills & speech~:The pro: landscape foremen & labor - . prices/best meal plan. 
room apartment wjth central #1 Spring Break '99 ,Vaca- gram is .olierseer(by. behav~ crews. Pay from $8.75 to $18 . 1 ··-. 8 0 0 - 4 2 6 - 7 7 1 0 I 
air & laundry. Near Xavier. · tkmsl Best prices guaranteed! HELP WANTED ioral consultants from Rutgers. plus per hour. Call 241.9779 · 'A'.~·sunsplashtours:com: · 
$560/month +.utilities: Call· Cancun, Jamaica $399, Baha- . Cruise,st\ip employment. University in New Jer. say: No to schedule an Interview. 
272.31. 60 mas $459,· ·Pana.ma City . Worke.rs earn. up t.o $2,000+/ . • · experience necessary. Train-
FOR RENT Beach $99, Book now &.re- month (w/tips & benefits). ing will be provided. Flexible 
3 bedroom house for rent calve ·a. free . "Spring· Break World travel! Land-tour jobs up . hours: _6_9 hours/week: Good · · Uncensored" video!!! to $5,000-$7,000/sum111er. 
on 3635.Newton. Wit~in walk~ 1 _ 8 0 0 _ 2 3 4 _ i 0 0 7 , . . Ask us howl (517) 336_4235 experience .for post-college Ing distance· to cainpas. $750/ ext. C55641 . resume. Hourly pay. Call .336-. month. Call 772"0909. www.endlesssummertours.com. . . 6956. . . 
HELP WANTED 
·. FOR RElllT. . · .. · ,•, ·Immediate opening for per-
. ,1 bedroom apartmenffor· · •- manent part-time ·mainte-
renton974Dana~Walkingdis- nance person: Eveni_ngs & 
tance to Xavier. Heat & water weekends. • ·Hours vary . 
paid. $450/month. Call 772- • Competitve wages. CaU K~thy 
0909. · · · @ 793-1800 ext. .106. 
I 
·1 
I 
